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Foreward
Thanks for your interest and download of the free demo version of the Fate of the Norns
RPG. It’s coming up on 20 years since the first edition and looking back, I must say it has been a
great 20 years. We have seen the evolution of the world and setting through three major
published works as well as a few smaller supplements. I have found that even during the last six
years where I took an extended hiatus, the passion and inquiries continued unabated.
Now that we are re-releasing the books building up to the 20th anniversary, I’d like to take
the opportunity to wax about the origins of this first edition. Back in 2002 the RPG industry was
awash in games and worlds/settings (pen and paper as well as computerized). Despite the
extensive choices afforded to players, there was a void when it game to historical fantasy. Sure
GURPS and AD&D had some source materials, but Viking lore did not mesh well with the
respective gaming systems.
What was missing were core mechanics that epitomized Viking culture, namely: how the
afterlife was regarded and sought out, how the polytheistic pantheons were worshipped and the
distinct flavor of magic during the dark ages. Let me touch upon each… first and foremost, a
Viking warrior did not fear death, in fact a heroic death was to be life’s crowning achievement.
All RPG’s epitomize death as the most abject failure a player can achieve, so we built a system
that rewarded players for good role-play that led to heroic deaths (the game does not end at
death). As for the gods and giants, we didn’t take sides. Players could play whichever side they
fancied. As we immersed ourselves into the research, the demarcations of good and evil not only
got blurred, but seemed to get inverted. Odin can be one evil SOB! Lastly Viking magic wasn’t
about memorizing spells, but invoking runes and persuing dark Seith. As such, a few magic
systems needed to be built up to give each the proper flavor needed.
In the mid-90’s the RPG industry became deeply fixated with balance. So much so, that each
class/race became carbon copy of each other, resulting in a bunch of sterile and predictable
choices. We rallied against that with every fiber of our being. During test play sessions the main
question that we asked our players was “do you feel like a valuable member of the party? Do
you feel useful inside and outside combat?”. If the answers were “yes”, then we had done our
job creating unique occupations that maximized the potential and flavor.

In closing I’d like to thank YOU the players for making the Fate of the Norns world vibrant
and alive. I look forward to many more years of adventure and fun!
Andrew Valkauskas
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A little insider nugget: Many have asked why the characteristic calculations are so
complex… the answer is quite simple, Fate of the Norns 1st edition was originally destined to be
a computer game. But as it was being test played, too many people wanted to see it as a pen and
paper RPG first. So we listened to the masses and released it as is. It never made it to the digital
medium, but none the less made many gamers very happy the way it was.
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Fate of the Norns

Legend has it that during every man’s birth, the three Norns come to discuss his destiny and
time of death. When they decide that man’s fate, no mortal or deity may change the course of the
future. It is said that even Ragnarok, the twilight of the Gods, was determined by the Norns.

INTRODUCTION
Fate of the Norns is a role playing game set in the Viking era. It is deeply rooted in Norse
mythology. Every player creates a character, called a dweller, which they play with during the
game. One player volunteers to be the Norn, and he or she runs the game (story line).

Let me take you back to a time when the worlds hung off a cosmic tree named Yggdrasil.
The realm of man, Midgard, was very different than which we live in today. It was a place of
wonder and mystery. A place where adventure was abundant. The use of sword and sorcery were
commonplace, and the god and giant feuds would send ripples through the realm of mankind.
There was a sun named Sol, and a moon called Mani. They circled around the Great Ash,
bathing Midgard and other realms in their radiance. But the pace of Sol and Mani had to be
swift, for two wolves chased them through the heavens, threatening to devour them. These were
not peaceful times. The worshippers of the gods were trying to avert Ragnarok, whereas the
followers of the giants sought to bring about the twilight of the worlds.
And so the clashes in the other realms were mirrored in Midgard. The blood of many was
spilled as Berserkirs and Stalos, exacters of godly will, faced the cold steel of the Sons of the
great wolf Fenrir… Witches manipulated Seith to cast their dark spells… Druids summoned the
forces of nature to exact swift justice to those who would defile nature… Skalds retold brave epic
quests with their magical songs… Blacksmiths forged great artifacts which could smite down the
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mightiest of foes… Runecasters held dear the magic of the great sigils which the All Father,
Odin, unlocked… Clerics invoked divine might of their patron deities.
All events bring the realms closer and closer to the end. Will you have what it takes to be
called into the heavens by your god? For only the bravest and most resolute of heroes will
escape the icy maws of the realm of the dead, Niflheim.

What is a role playing game?
A role playing game is one where a group of friends get together to tell a collaborative story.
One player sets the stage (called a “Norn”), and the other players control characters (called
“Dwellers”) who act out their stories. A basic set of rules ensures that both the Norn and the
dwellers are playing with the same expectations.

The Game
Fate of the Norns is a role playing game (RPG) set in a world that blends the historical
genre and fantasy genre. It pulls heavily on the historical information of North Eastern Europe
during 300-900 AD. The Viking age, Baltic lore, Gaelic culture and Celtic history are freely
mixed and mingled. Mythology from that place and time is also liberally sprinkled throughout
the Fate of the Norns game. Sagas, stories and epics are a huge inspiration for the people and
world of this game.
This core rule book attempts to deliver the relevant contextual information needed to play
this game. It is by no means a substitute for great many literary books that have been published
on the genre. Those works inspired and spawned the Fate of the Norns game. Later in this book
will be a section on suggested reading material that would invaluable for the storyteller and
players wanting to create the right mood.
Adventures for Fate of the Norns will be published with due time. In the interim, we feel
that there is more than enough inspirational work already published by authors of days gone by.

This is a majorly condensed version of the full Fate of the Norns rulebook. It is meant as a
sample of the game system’s core and a few player options at very low levels. For the full
version of the game, please visit www.fateofthenorns.com

Chapter: INTRODUCTION

To play Fate of the Norns, the players will need a few dweller sheets, two 10-sided dice,
some pencils and erasers. Have fun!
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Free Demo

Glossary of Terms
In this introduction we’d like to include a small glossary of key terms that will help ease
the reader into the game mechanics of Fate of the Norns.

Chapter: INTRODUCTION

“Attributes” are the numerical representations of a Dweller’s capabilities.
“Characteristics” are values derived from Attributes.
“d10” a shorthand notation for a 10-sided die.
“d%” a shorthand notation for a percentile roll (2 ten-sided dice to generate a number between 1
and 100).
“2D10, 3D10, etc…” a shorthand notation for –roll two, three or more 10 sided dice.
“DC” an abbreviation for Damage Class.
“Denizen” a character controlled by the Norn.
“Dweller” the player’s character.
“Dweller sheet” the player’s character sheet.
“Percentile Dice” the game uses two 10-sided dice to play.
“Hex” can mean a few things, but in most cases refers to the hexagon which is a unit of
measurement if the players are using a combat play mat.(with miniature figurines)
“Norn” the player who is the storyteller.
“PF” an abbreviation for Protection Factor.
“Round” a unit of time measurement lasting 6 seconds.
“Segment” an abstract unit of time measurement. There are many segments in a second.
“SF” an abbreviation for Speed Factor (measured in segments).
“Size” a unit of measure for dweller size in feet (ex: size 6 = 6’0” to 6’11”)

Fate of the Norns © 1997
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CHAPTER 1: GAME CONCEPTS
The Dweller
A dweller is a character that the player uses to interact with the game world. The dweller is
defined by a collection of Attributes, Skills, Characteristics and Equipment. Let us explore each in
turn:
Attributes
Attributes are quantifiable numeric representations of a dweller’s physical, mental and
spiritual aspects. For example Strength is an Attribute, and the higher the numerical value, the
stronger the dweller is. The numerical value can range between 2 and 22, with rare cases exceeding
22. There are nine attributes that sum up a dweller: Agility, Speed, Comeliness, Strength, Health,
Endurance, Willpower, Intuition and Charisma.
Agility: is the manual dexterity and accuracy of the dweller
Speed: quantifies how fast the dweller can move
Comeliness: is the rating that reflects the dweller’s outer attractiveness
Strength: rates the physical strength of the dweller
Health: reflects the general health of the dweller
Endurance: quantifies how long the dweller can sustain prolonged activity
Willpower: is the amount of self-control the dweller can exert
Intuition: summarized how quickly the dweller can “catch-on”
Charisma: is the rating that reflects the dweller’s inner attractiveness

Characteristics cover activities that are instinctual in nature (no training required).
Characteristics also cover aspects of the dweller that are innate such as mental and physical capacity
for damage.
Lifeforce: The capacity of each body location (head, torso, left and right arms, left and right legs) to
sustain damage before failing.
Threshold: The capacity of the mind to sustain stress and damage before failing.
Resistances: The body and mind’s level of resistance to foreign intrusion (toxins, illness, magic,
etc…)
Interaction: The level of social connection one has with those around them.
Initiative: How quickly the mind and body recover from a sudden situational change that requires
action.
Dodge: The ability to step out of the way of incoming harm at close and long rage.
Move: The time required to move 3’ (1 hex if using a hex mat for combat)
Force: The dweller’s strength that translates into damage when dealing blows.
Fate of the Norns © 1997
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Skills
Skills are quantifiable numerical representations of what training a dweller has received.
They cover general to specialized tasks that reflect the dweller’s abilities. Skills range between 1%
and 100% with rare cases exceeding 100%. Skills can be self-taught through observation and
common sense, or obtained through apprenticeship with a mentor.
Attributes are added to a skill rating to reflect the fact that certain traits help someone exceed
at certain tasks. The skill numerical rating before adding the Attribute bonus is referred to as the
“raw skill rating”. This is the value used when raising skill ratings.

Equipment

Chapter: CHAPTER 1: GAME CONCEPTS

The Equipment section covers what items the dweller possesses. This can range from items
that fit in a backpack, magic items, to immovable items such as a house.
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Game Mechanics

Timing- Initiative
Game play progresses with all players and the Norn taking turns (not specifically in any
fixed order). The players describe what their dwellers are doing and the Norn describes what is
happening in the world around them.
When something time critical occurs, it is important to find out who acts first, and how
much they do in the short time they have allotted to them. When you need to conduct a time
sensitive activity, the Norn will ask everyone to roll initiative. That is done by rolling a percentile
roll and adding it to your Initiative Characteristic.

Timing- Rounds and Segments

Dweller Actions- Percentile system
Not all actions that a dweller undertakes are guaranteed. Granted, breathing, eating walking
(if not a cripple) and the like can be considered a given, but what if the dweller wants to fletch an
arrow, attack a foe or leap across a gaping chasm? In these cases the skill system is used.
Fate of the Norns uses a versatile percentage (%) based skill mechanics system.
Determining the success or failure of an action is obtained by rolling two ten sided dice (2D10).
One die is designated the “ten’s” digit, and the second one is the “one’s” digit (this is determined
before the roll is made). A roll of “0” on both dice means a 100 was rolled.
Example: the players are using a red d10 and a black d10. They decide that the red d10 is
the “ten’s” digit and the black is the “one’s” digit. The roll turns up a 4 on the red die and a 3 on
the black die, resulting in a roll of 43%.

Fate of the Norns © 1997
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In Fate of the Norns, there are two ways of judging the passing of time. The Norn may opt
to use rounds or open segment system. Rounds represent 6 seconds of time, and contain 100
segments. Dwellers assign actions they wish to do for that round, by tallying up the segment costs of
each action, and ensuring that the total does not exceed 100. The other method of judging the
passing of time is to do away with the concept of rounds and just use segments. Dwellers choose
one action, and that action offsets when they will act in relation to everyone else. The Norn keeps
track of the passing of time and calls upon the next dweller to act based on all segment counts. More
will be explained in the Combat section of this book.
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For every action, there is a value that you need to roll under. In most cases dwellers and
Norns will be trying to succeed in a skill check. Most common actions have skills associated to
them. For example climbing a cliff will initiate a test against your “climbing” skill. In order to
succeed, you need to roll and get a result below your skill rating. If your result ends up above the
skill rating, your attempt fails.
Example: Bjorn is trying to climb a very sheer cliff. Bjorn’s “climbing” skill is 52%. That
means in order to succeed in his ascent he will need to roll 52% or below.
Even actions that are not covered by a skill may be attempted. In those cases, the check is
made against the most appropriate attribute.
Example: Bjorn is being affected by a mind altering drug. He must succeed a roll against
his Willpower in order to resist the effects.

Skill System- Ratings
Skills have ratings of 1-100 and sometimes beyond. The Skill Rating is the sum of a Base
Skill Rating and an Attribute Rating. An Attribute is a quantifiable reflection of a dweller’s
physical, mental and spiritual state. Base Skill Rating is the amount of training one has obtained in
that skill (including self-taught). The sum of both these values give you the chance of success for a
given skill check. Sometimes there will be items that add or remove from this total. Environmental
or magical effects may also cause this value to fluctuate.

Not all actions have the same difficulty. Trying to jump a 5’ chasm as opposed to a 10’
chasm will result in a much slimmer chance of success. This is where skill modifiers come into
play. As a general rule you can use the table below. Feel free to modify this as you see fit. Warning:
too much granularity in this table can result in a lot of arguing at the game table as to whether it’s
“hard” or “very hard”.
Difficulty
Easy
Moderate
Hard
Impossible

Modifier
+25%
+0%
-25%
-75%

Some Items of exceptional quality or above will usually add some bonus to the chances of
success. The opposite is equally true for items of shoddy workmanship, bestowing penalties to the
chances of success. Persistent effects such as blessings or curses can also apply +/- modifiers. The
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modifiers are so varied for items and effects that they are addressed in their respective sections of
this book.
Modifiers can be applied to Attribute checks as well. The Norn is encouraged to always
check for applicable modifiers since by definition, Attributes will have a lower numerical value than
skills.

Percentile System- Opposed Checks
Not all checks are made against a static opposition (such as a cliff wall). In some cases the
check is made against another equally sentient and dynamic opponent. For example, a physical arm
wrestling match or an intellectual game of Hnefatafl would pit two dwellers against one another.
As with normal percentile skill checks, an attempt is made (called the “contender’s” roll),
however in this case an opposed check is also made (called the “opposed” roll). The opposed check
is made on the same skill (or similar relevant skill). The results are compared to determine the
outcome:

Usually only one opposed check is possible (unless stated by an exception in a given skill).
In some cases an opposed check isn’t allowed if the opposed subject is unaware of the contender’s
attempt (such as being attacked from behind and being denied a dodge attempt). When a check is
allowed and when it isn’t will be covered later in this book.
Here are several examples:
Example: Fjori and Bjorn are engaged in an arm wrestling competition. This calls for an
Attribute based opposed check- Arm wrestling check is initiated on the Strength attribute. The Norn
determines that 2 full successes are needed to win. Fjori and Bjorn will take turns being the
“challenger” with the other one being “opposed”. Fjori begins as the challenger and rolls over his
strength, he fails. Since he failed Bjorn doesn’t need to make an opposed roll. Now it’s Bjorn’s turn
to be the challenger, he rolls under his strength and succeeds. In response Fjori (being opposed)
rolls an opposed check and rolls over his strength thus failing again. Bjorn has scored one success.
It’s Fjori’s turn once more to be challenger. He rolls and succeeds this time, but in response Bjorn
rolls an opposed check and succeeds as well. His roll is also higher than Fjori’s, so Fjori only

Fate of the Norns © 1997
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Contender
Opposed
Higher Roll Contender’s Result
Above skill rating
N/A
N/A
Failure
Below skill rating
Above skill rating
N/A
Normal Success
Below skill rating
Below skill rating
Contender
Normal Success
Below skill rating
Below skill rating
Opposed
Diminished Success**
Below skill rating
Below skill rating*
Opposed
Failure
* If the opposed skill has a cost to initiate (such as the segments paid to dodge), then rather than
diminishing the effect, it will negate the effect (a successful dodge results in no damage taken).
** The amount the success is diminished is usually by half (exceptions exist).
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scores half a success. The Norn will count two half successes as a full success if Fjori scores some
more half successes. Now it’s Bjorn’s turn to be challenger once more, he rolls and succeeds. Fjori
rolls his opposed check and succeeds, but his roll is less than Bjorn’s. Bjorn has scored a second
success and wins the arm wrestling match.
Example: Fjori has challenged Bjorn at a game of Hnefatafl. Fjori knows how to play, but
Bjorn has watched a few games, but has never played. Fjori will use his skill, but Bjorn will need to
default to his Intuition attribute. This will definitely not be an evenly matched competition, with the
numerical advantage being in Fjori’s favour since Bjorn needs to roll under his Intuition attribute
rather than a skill. The Norn determines that the winner is determined when someone scores two
successes. The rest is as above.
Example: A Stalo is attempting to punch Fjori with his fist. If the attacker succeeds the
attack roll, and Fjori is aware of the attack, he may use his Hand to Hand skill to reduce the
damage dealt by half (called a “diminished success”).He may instead opt to use his Dodge
Characteristic to negate the attack completely. By using Dodge, he is sacrificing 20 segments of
time since that is the price of a more potent maneuver (whether the outcome is successful or not).
Either way, he can use the skill or Characteristic, but not both.

Skill System- Anchor & Boon Skills

Melee Combat
Accuracy
Result
Fails
Fails
Hit misses
Fails
Success
Hit misses
Success
Fails
Successful hit, but random hit location
Success
Success
Successful hit, hit location can be chosen
Note: It is not common, nor beneficial for a boon skill to exceed the rating of its anchor skill, since
if the Anchor skill fails, all dependent Boon skills automatically fail.

Advanced Rolls- D10 Associations
When the 2d10 are rolled, depending on the context, the independent dice can have
mechanics tied to them. For instance, in combat, the 10’s die is the damage multiplier die and the
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Some skills do not exist on their own, but are rather value-add skills (called “boon skill”) for
another root skill (called the “anchor skill”). For example “Accuracy”, the skill that allows the blow
to strike a specific body region, is a boon skill for the “Melee Combat” skill. A dweller would not
roll on “Accuracy” but would instead roll for “Melee Combat” and “Accuracy” at the same time.
See table below for outcomes:
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1’s die is the hit location die. All physical combat will use this mechanic. There are other mechanics
associations as well, but those are covered in the skills section.

Movement
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The Movement Characteristic represents how many segments it will take to move 3’ (1 hex
on a battle board). The lower the value, the faster the dweller moves.
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CHAPTER 2: DWELLER CREATION
There are several steps which need to be completed in order to create your dweller.
The 8-step dweller creation process:
1) Part 1: Name and Background
2) Part 2: Attributes
3) Part 3: Alliance
4) Part 4: Deity
5) Part 5: Occupation
6) Part 6: Gender/Handedness/Age/Quirks
7) Part 7: Characteristics
8) Part 8: PSP/SSP

PART I: Name and Background
For the first step, take a moment to generate a name for your dweller. Choose a name that
fits within the Viking milieu. Here are some sample names below:

Female Names:
Helga, Gudrun, Vigdis, Jorunn, Groa, Halla, Alof, Astrid, Hallveig, Aesa, Sigrid, Arnora,
Gunnhiold, Asdis, Ingrid, Kolfinna, Vismella, Asta, Bera, Heidi, Svana, Finna, Signy, Idunna.
Names were traditionally followed by a title. Titles consist of a colourful adjective
followed by a setting specific noun. To generate some sample titles, match random words from
the first column with words from the second.
Silver
Gold
Blood
Dark
Thunder

Eye
Beard
Axe
Moon
Cloud

The player should also fill in a background paragraph about their dweller (ie. extra details
about appearance and personality to fully flesh out the dweller).
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Male Names:
Helgi, Ketill, Bjorn, Grim, Einarr, Orm, Odd, Ulf, Brand, Halldorr, Hall, Sigurd, Atli, Eysteinn,
Skeggi, Snorri, Arnorr, Steinn, Bjarni, Bodvarr, Illugi, Jorund, Mar, Hildi, Orn, Audun, Egill,
Gudmund, Gunnar, Sigmund, Hedinn, Ozurr, Aud, Olvir, Erikk.
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PART II: Attributes
At the time of birth, every dweller is associated with one of the Viking animals of
spirituality. The player must choose one from the list below:
Bear
Wolf
Raven
The choice affects the dweller’s Attributes as follows.
Bear Size 6 The bear embodies strength, loyalty and courage. Physical constitution
predominates
AGI: 1
STR: 9
INT: 4
SPE: 3
HEA: 8
WIL: 6
COM: 2
END: 7
CHA: 5
Wolf Size 5 The wolf personifies cunning, loyalty and prowess. Physical aptitude
predominates
AGI: 9
STR: 6
INT: 3
SPE: 8
HEA: 5
WIL: 2
COM: 7
END: 4
CHA: 1
Raven Size 4 The raven signifies intelligence, devotion and cunning. Mental capacity
predominates
AGI: 6
STR: 2
INT: 8
SPE: 4
HEA: 3
WIL: 9
COM: 5
END: 1
CHA: 7

There are two methods you can use to generate your attributes. The Norn will advise you
of which is to be used:
1) Nine d10’s are rolled and distributed to the nine attributes (one per attribute). The die roll is
added to the appropriate attribute value listed above.
2) Or 45 points are distributed among the 9 attributes. No less than 1 point and no more than 10
points may be added to any one given attribute.
AGI- Agility
SPE- Speed
COM- Comeliness
Size of 4 means 4’ to 4’11”
Size of 5 means 5’ to 5’11”
Size of 6 means 6’ to 6’11”
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STR- Strength
HEA- Health
END- Endurance

INT- Intuition
WIL- Willpower
CHA- Charisma
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Attribute Generation
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PART III: Alliance

The choices are:
Valour:
Aesir
The Aesir make their home in Asgard. They are an immortal warrior race who feel that
they are the dominant power in the heavens. They look kindly upon mankind, but show contempt
for all other divine beings. Their leader Odin slew a giant named Ymir and made the realm of
man. They later had a long war with the Vanir, which resulted in a truce. Their war with the ice
and fire giants is destined to lead them to the field named Vigrid, where it is prophesized that the
final battle will annihilate all the divine beings.
Vanir1
The race of gods who dwell in Vanagard are known as the Vanir. Their domains of power
and influence are around nature and ancient magics. There was a war long ago between the Vanir
and Aesir and neither side could win. They finally exchanged hostages and formed a truce
knowing full well that their strengths should be conserved for the fight against the Jotuns. Their
king is Njord and he sent his beloved twins, Frey and Freya, to live among the Aesir. It is
prophesized that their god Frey will be slain at Ragnarok by the Muspeli Giant king Surt.
Alfar2
The Alfar are a breed of nature spirits who have power over the land. They appear as
beautiful white skinned humanoids with fine angular features. They make their home in Alfgard
but some establish residence on other realms within Yggdrasil’s branches. In those cases they
live within peculiar looking trees and rocks. They can be quite benevolent to worshipers and it is
said that their king is Frey (a Vanir god). Rumor has it that Frey and his twin sister Freya are half
Alfar half Vanir.
Dvergar2
It is said that these subterranean dwarves were born from the maggots which infested the
great giant Ymir’s corpse. Their home of Nidavellir is a vast network of underground caverns.
Their crafting skills are unmatched by any mortal or divine race. The gods and Jotuns alike value
their talents and commission them for special items. Their only weakness is that while under
direct sunlight, they turn to stone.
Malice:
Rime Jotuns
The ice giants are an ancient immortal race who look over many non-human beings.
Some have shown interest in humans and so a human following has developed. Those who feel
the Aesir have over stepped their bounds join with the giants to show the Aesir who the true
might in the heavens really is. Their icy realm is called Jotunheim which is filled with massive
snow covered forests and behemoth ice mountain ranges.
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The world tree Yggdrasil’s branches contain many realms. Ten of these have great bearing
on the Fate of the Norns game setting. When starting a campaign, players must decide if the
group will be Valour or Malice aligned. Neutral players can fit in with either group. Once that is
decided, players must then choose a realm of deities who’s doctrines they will follow. There are
a few exceptions noted below.
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Muspel Jotuns1
The fire giants make their home in Muspelheim. Their king is known as Surt, and he rules
from a throne made of pure molten rock. These giants are quiet like a flame, but when they leap
forth, they leave nothing but destruction in their wake. Their king is destined to end Ragnarok by
burning all life to extinction!
Svart Alfar2
The exact opposite of their light loving cousins, the Svart Alfar appear as black haired
and skinned brutes. They are as hideous as the Alfar are beautiful. Their realm of Svartalfheim is
cloaked in perpetual shadow and nothing appears as it truly is. They are the masters of deception,
lies and stealth. It is said that someone traveling through Svartalfheim could have something
stolen right from their very hand, and not be any wiser to the fact.
Wights2
Wights are restless spirits which embody chaos. They take on the form of short
misshapen beings who relish in destruction. Their lust for blood is unmatched by any other
divine race. They home realm of Gimjornvellir is blanketed in red sand. It is said that due to the
constant warring in that realm, the blood had forever coloured the earth.
Neutral:
Hel3
The realm of the dead is called Niflheim. Just the mention of its name inspires fear and
dread in any mortal. It is the place where lost souls go. A place of eternal cold and darkness. An
ashen realm ruled by the goddess Hel. No god or Jotun dares question her dominion over her
dead.
Midgard4
Midgard is an option for those who refuse to abase themselves to any higher power. They
believe that Midgard’s humans are on equal footing with any other being from the other realms.
As such they worship no entity and are spiritual in their own way.
Outer Midgard- The new faith3
The land beyond the seas where Jormundgrand sleeps has a new religion. A religion
based on one god- the White God. It is making inroads in the heart of Midgard, and may be the
harbinger of Ragnarok.

Exceptions:
1
May be chosen by a player who’s previous dweller has reached one of the Heavens.
2
May be chosen by a player who’s previous two dwellers have reached one of the Heavens.
3
May be chosen by a player who’s previous three dwellers have reached one of the Heavens. Those
dwellers do not have primary or secondary statistics (ie. Valour & Malice). They are considered neutral. See
“Special Alliances” in main rules.
4
Midgard players do not worship deities, and thus skip the deity selection phase of dweller creation. As such
they ignore any code of disciplines deities may impose. It is also up to them which alliance will be their primary
statistic, Valour or Malice. They should choose the one which the group has decided upon.
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PART IV: Deity
Choose a deity for your dweller from the Deities Chapter

PART V: Occupation
Choose an occupation for your dweller from the Occupations Chapter
Then go to Skills chapter and choose one extra skill.

PART VI:
Gender/Handedness/Age/Quirks
Gender
Male
STR, END +1
Female
CHA, COM +1; Size -1
Handedness
d% roll:
01-60 Right
61-90 Left
91-00 Ambidextrous

Unlike all other options, quirks are optional, and players may opt to have no quirk.
01-10 Acrophobia: Fear of heights
11-15 Claustrophobia: Fear of tight places
16-20 Superstition: Fear of the paranormal
21-25 Violent Temper: Resolve disputes through violence
26-30 Kleptomania: The subconscious need to steal
31-35 Curiosity: Placing knowledge above all else, even danger
36-40 Avarice: The urge to gather valuable objects and never part with them
41-45 Coward: Always taking the safe path, never jeopardizing one’s life
46-50 Champion: Overcoming opposition, no matter how difficult or improbable

Chapter: CHAPTER 2: DWELLER CREATION

Age
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To figure out the final age to the following: 13+3d10
Quirks

51-55 Paranoia: Trusting no one, everyone is out to get the dweller
56-60 Lazy: Will not do any work, unless to save one’s life
61-65 Socializer: Dweller will make too many friends, even attempting to befriend the
enemy
66-70 Gullible: Will believe all that is told to him, will trust everyone
71-75 Show-off: The need to be the center of attention, especially in combat
76-80 Leader: Will always do his best to take charge of a situation
81-85 Rude: Cannot be nice for any reason
86-90 Hypochondriac: Obsession with cleanliness
91-95 Dweller has no quirk
96-00 Dweller has two quirks. Ignore rolls above 90
For every dweller that has made it into the heavens, a +/- 5% modifier is applied
(player’s choice)

Round down all calculations:
Lifeforce (head, torso): HEAx10
Lifeforce (arms and legs): HEAx7
Threshold: (WIL+(END+HEA)/2)x3
Resistances (Seith, runes, mental, elements): (END+HEA)x2
Interaction: (COM+CHA)x2
Initiative: 100 – (INT + AGI)
Dodge (melee): INT + AGI + (SPE/2)
Dodge (missile): (INT + AGI)/3
Move: 3 feet per (45-SPE) segments [one hex is 3’]
Force: STR/3
Lift: STRx20 lbs.*
Carry: STRx10 lbs.*
* Encumbrance explained in the main rules

PART VIII: PSP / SSP

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
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CHAPTER 3: MAIN RULES
The Dweller
Raising skills and attributes:

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Gaining Primary Statistic Points (PSP)

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Gaining Secondary Statistic Points (SSP)

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Using PSPs

Alternative PSP Use

−Omittedinthedemoversion−

SSP Ramifications

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
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Death & The Afterlife
A proper Viking death has to involve danger and violence. Dying peacefully in old age is
the worst way to pass. The brave and courageous go to the heavens (a place filled with light,
good sparring, food and drink). The cowards go to Niflheim (a realm of dark cold and ash). Most
would strive to achieve a glorious end, looking forward to the rewards of the afterlife.
It is considered the greatest honour for a dweller to be carried off to their respective heaven!
Failure to die with honour results in the dweller being sent to Niflheim (a frozen desolate
wasteland). When a dweller dies, the percent chance for a hero to have been accepted to either
Valhalla, Folkvangar or Glasisvellir is the primary stat minus the secondary stat (PSP minus SSP).
Afterlife is crucial in the Viking world. Every dweller should strive to get into one of the heavens:
- Odin’s hall Valhalla (for valorous males)
- Freya’s garden Folkvangar (for valorous females)
- The halls of Glasisvellir (for malicious folk)

Game Concepts
Time is Measured in Segments

Interaction
When denizens meet with a dweller, they each have their own perception of him
(determined by the Norn). If the denizen does not know anything about the dweller, the reaction is
usually cautious. If the denizen is from the same clan as the dweller, but does not know him, then
the reaction will usually be neutral. The Interaction levels are ordered in the fashion below:
Helpful: Help dweller and not expecting anything in return (reduced price, give food).
Friendly: Will help dweller in minor way (give advice, tell rumor, give directions).
Neutral: Will interact with dweller if in one’s own interests.
Cautious: Will try conversing with dweller for a short period of time, divulging nothing.
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All action durations are measured in segments. For purposes of relations to real time 1
second can be said to contain 15 segments, but any value between 20 and 50 is acceptable (your
group decides). In order to achieve a more “slow-motion dramatic cinematic” feel, Segments are
used as units of time rather than seconds or minutes. Every action has a Speed Factor (SF). Speed
Factor states how many segments it will take to execute the given action.
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Suspicious: Study the dweller for his intent. Will speak coldly with the dweller.
Hostile: Will remove the dweller from his presence either verbally or physically.
Violent: Is ready to slay the dweller on the spot.
Enraged: Will target the dweller before any other.
Every time a dweller wishes to interact with a denizen a roll for Interaction is needed. A
success (by rolling under the Interaction rating) will result in the denizen's reaction being
swayed favorably by one category.
Combat will most likely ensue if the interaction rating reaches “Hostile” or “Violent”.
Some special abilities allow a dweller to change the Interaction level during a combat. In such a
case the speed factor (unless otherwise mentioned) is considered to be 50. If a common
language is not shared then using only body language requires an SF of 100.

Fatigue

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Vision

−Omittedinthedemoversion−

Timing & Initiative
There are two methods by which combat can be resolved (Norn chooses which will be
used). The first breaks combat into combat rounds, the second makes the battle a continuous
stream of actions.
100 Segment System (100SS)
The first way is to allot each combatant 100 segment time slice in which they state one
or more actions which they will do, and then resolve each combatant’s time slice in order of
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Combat
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lowest to highest Initiative characteristic. This is repeated until combat is over. If for some
reason one action takes more than 100 segments, then it’ll take 2 turns to accomplish the given
task.
Example: Fjori the rogue has a pretty good Initiative of 45, which is the lowest of all
combatants, so the Norn asks Fjori what he wishes to do for his 100 segments. His Move is 20
and his weapon SF is 35. He chooses to move 3 times to get within striking distance of his
enemy, and then swing. The total time for all that is 95 and fits in the 100 time slice. After Fjori
is done, the next fastest combatant is asked to take their turn. When all combatants have done
their actions, it’ll be Fjori’s turn again.
Real-Time Segment System (RTSS)
The second way is to use Initiative once to determine when the combatant’s turn first
starts, begin the combat at time equal to zero, increment segment by segment, and then ask
combatants what they wish to do when their turn comes. Every time an action is made, their next
turn time is incremented by the action SF.

In either case, speed factors for actions are listed below.
Speed Factors
No speed factor may drop below 5!
Attack with a weapon: see individual weapon SF
Dodge: 20 segments
To draw an item from a bodily location:
Hip Sheath: 15 segments
Back/Ankle Sheath: 25 segments
Pick up dropped weapon: 50 segments
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Example: Fjori is fighting a Drekken hero. Fjori’s Initiative is
Fjori
Drekken
45, the Drekken’s is 60. Combat starts at time 0. The next
45
60
lowest time is Fjori at 45, so he is called upon to declare an
80
85
action. He declares an attack, SF: 35 which changes his turn
180
110
time to 80 (45+35). The next lowest action time is the Drekken
135
at 60. He chooses to punch at SF: 25, so his next action time is
160
85. The next lowest action time is 80, which is Fjori’s attack.
All rolls are made for the attack, and then he is asked for his
next action. He chooses to quaff a potion (SF: 100), so his next turn time is 180. The Drekken
resolves his action next since his time was at 85. He rolls all the required rolls and then declares
another punch, making his next turn time 110 (which is before Fjori, so while Fjori quaffs his
potion, he will be punched several times by the Drekken). Time keeps moving forward until
combat is over.
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Backpack/Bag: 80 segments
Punch: 20 segments
Wrestling: 50 segments
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Application of first aid: 200 segments
Dropping a weapon: 10 segments
Getting up off ground: 45 segments
Ingesting potions: 100 segments
Poisoning a weapon: 50 segments
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Surprise
If one dweller attempts to surprise another, by making a swift action which the other was not
anticipating, the defender must roll a successful Alertness skill check or forfeit 100 segments (added
to initiative delays).
Combat Resolution
Attack
Attackers use combat skills such as Melee, Archery, Projectiles, Hand to Hand in order to
try and hit their opponents. The attacker must roll successfully under his combat skill rating using
d% (percentile roll) to hit a target. Apply any environment or situational modifiers that may apply
(page 32).
On an attack success, the defender may choose to attempt a dodge as they see that they are
about to be hit. Choosing to dodge immediately sets back the combatant 20 segments under the
Real-Time Segment System or they have 20 less segments during their next turn under the 100
Segment System. A successful Dodge (melee or missile) results in no damage. If the opponent is
struck, then the damage class and hit location must be consulted to determine the damage done.

After a hit has been scored, the hit location must be determined. We consult the one’s digit
in the “to hit” roll (example a roll of 73 would have 3 as the one’s digit):
0
Head
1
Head
2
Torso
3
Torso
4
Torso
5
Torso
6
Right Arm
7
Left Arm
8
Right Leg
9
Left Leg

Damage
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Hit Location
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After a location has been determined, we figure out the damage dealt. We consult the ten’s
digit in the “to hit” roll (example a roll of 73 would have 7 as the ten’s digit) and add 1 to the value
(to compensate for a roll such as 04) to obtain the damage multiplier [dam mult].
Note: A thrusting attack adds an additional +1 to the multiplier (swinging weapons add to the
chance to hit).
Melee Damage
We then multiply the number by the summation of the DC of the weapon and dweller’s
Force.
[Damage] = [dam mult] x ([DC] + [Force])
Projectiles Damage
The damage dealt by projectiles is very similar to the damage dealt by melee weapons.
[Damage] = [dam mult] x ([DC] + [Force/2])
Archery Damage
Every bow has a maximum Force it can do. If the dweller’s Force is less than the bow’s max
Force, then the dweller’s Force is used, otherwise the bow’s max Force is used. Crossbows do not
rely on dweller Force and use their maximum Force value.
[Damage] = [dam mult] x ([DC] + [Force*])
Area Damage
Area damage is handled differently. To resolve the damage dealt, 2d10 must be rolled and
added together and then multiplied by the DC.
[Damage] = [d10+d10] x [DC]
PF does not reduce area damage, but if PF > 0 in any given LF location, then it will reduce the
damage by ½ due to cover from exposure.
If attacked by a specific element and having PF against that element will reduce damage 1:1.
Note: metal covering doubles damage when dealing with lightning/electrical area damage.

Magical PF does not normally stack highest value prevails (unless noted otherwise).
Magical PF will either protect Lifeforce or Threshold and this type of armor can never be damaged
nor require repairs.
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Armour
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Armour cannot be layered. You can only wear one piece of armor per body location. If it is
layered, then only the highest PF value prevails. Armour will reduce the damage by it's protection
factor rating at a rate of 1:1. Every time damage is taken from a weapon attack, the victim's armour
PF is reduced by one in that location. To raise the PF again, the armour must be repaired.

Assigning Damage
If head or torso Lifeforce is reduced to zero then death is the result. If any other Lifeforce
location reduced to zero then the limb has been severed. A Threshold roll is required from the
victim every time he loses a limb (arm, leg, wing, etc…). Failure will result in passing out from
shock (until treated by First Aid skill).
Casting a Spell
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Using a special power or casting a spell is no different than any other action. Each power,
ability and spell have a speed factor that will indicate how long the action will take. In most
cases if the action is a hostile one, the recipient of the magic will get an opportunity to negate or
diminish the effect (see individual descriptions for more details). The opportunity is a
Resistances check on a d% roll.
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Attack Skill Modifiers

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Reach

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Automatic Success

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Critical Hit

−Omittedinthedemoversion−

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Defensive Fighting

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
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Critical Misses
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Punching

−Omittedinthedemoversion−

Wrestling & Holds

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Knock-Out

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Misc Damage

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Mounted Combat

Damage Over Time

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Combat Quirks
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−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Advanced Optional Combat Rules
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Misc Rules

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Weather & Winds

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Extreme Temperatures

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Item Value

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Item Durability
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Drinking
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Aging During Gameplay

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Attribute Loss

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Transformation & Shape-change

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Summoning & Gating

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Non-Corporeal and Semi-Corporeal state
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CHAPTER 4: SKILLS
General Skills

ACCURACY (boon skill- see page 16) [AGI]: The skill to wield a weapon with great control,
resulting in a chance to hit a specific body location (head, shoulder, torso, leg, arm). If the “to
hit” roll is successful and it is below the Accuracy skill rating as well, the dweller may choose
where the blow lands. If unsuccessful then combat is carried out as usual. A possessed being or
an enraged Berserkir cannot use this skill.
ALERTNESS [WIL]: The ability to anticipate and react.
APPRAISAL [INT]: Having a trained eye which can convey the value of an item.
Weapons: from swords to bows
Armour: from leather to plate mail
Jewelry: from necklaces to crowns
ARCHERY [AGI]: This Combat skill allows a dweller to create plain arrows and bolts, no skill
roll needed.
Cross: The proper use and maintenance of crossbows.
Short/Long: The proper use and maintenance of short and long bows.
Sling: The proper use and maintenance of slings and slings on staves.
ATHLETICS [AGI]: This skill adds a +5% to Dodge-Melee.
Long jump: Allows the ability to double normal jumping distances. A running
jump can be to a distance of the skill rating divided by 3.
Tightrope: Able to traverse on a narrow walking area.
Tumbling: Specializing in falling with minimal damage (-1 damage class).
CLIMBING [AGI]: The ability to scale vertical surfaces.
Pole: The ability to climb trees, masts, columns, etc.
Plane: The ability to climb cliffs, walls, etc.
COOKING [INT]: The required knowledge to create exquisite sustenance (can be sold for
profit). Also extends the duration of food found on travels.
DANCE [COM]: Being able to dance customary dances (performances may generate income).
DISGUISE [INT]: The ability to change one’s appearance, visual and auditory
Visual: The change of identity through clothes, wigs, etc.
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Every dweller must choose a new skill after gaining a new level (every 15 PSPs). The
base chance for every skill is 25%. The final rating in the skill is the base value plus the
appropriate listed attribute (in square brackets) and any other bonuses.
A dweller may specialize in a sub-area under the skill. The specialized sub-area gets a 1.5
multiplier of the normal chance, while the other sub-areas under the skill suffer half the normal
chance for success. So if the base skill was at 80%, the specialized sub-area use would be at
120% while all other sub-areas would be at 40%.
If a dweller must use a skill he does not have, the base chance is equal to the appropriate
statistic (the Attribute listed next to the skill name). Unique skills and skills with prerequisite
skills may not be attempted in this way.
The maximum for the skill ratings is 100. The exception to this rule are the four combat
skills, in which there is no maximum.
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Verbal: The ability to mimic sounds which have been heard extensively before.
ETIQUETTE [CHA]: The knowledge of customs and behavior required in cultural situations.
+5% Cooking
+5% Dance
FIRST AID [INT]: The rudimentary knowledge of biology needed to stabilize patients. Default
time is 200 segments to perform first aid. Every point in this skill lowers the time required by 1
segment. Stabilizing a patient slows poisons and diseases by a percentage equal to the skill
rating. This skill also aids the natural healing process.
HAND TO HAND [STR]: This combat skill covers unarmed combat techniques.
Punching: Being a proficient boxer.
Wrestling: Being able to contain a foe without deadly force.
HEALING [INT]: This advanced first aid skill cannot be taken unless First Aid has been raised
to at least 50. This skill greatly aids the natural healing process. The skill requires a poultice to
be created (see scavenging rules) from five different ingredients. It takes 1 hour to administer
and 24 hours for it to take effect.
Treat wounds: The knowledge needed to heal wounds.
Treat poison: The knowledge to cure poison given the correct ingredients.
Treat disease: The knowledge to cure disease given the correct ingredients.
LEADERSHIP [CHA]: The ability to make people see the dweller is right, and to follow his
lead (must have at least a neutral reaction). In a group, the dweller with the highest leadership
rating will bestow the rating/10% to all die rolls of his followers (while they are with him).
Another effect is intimidation. On a successful interaction roll and leadership roll, subject will
not wish to anger the dweller.
MELEE [AGI]: A combat skill dealing with armed warfare.
Axes: The maintenance and use of axes.
Knives: The maintenance and use of small bladed weapons.
Pole arms: The maintenance and use of pole arms.
Swords: The maintenance and use of long bladed weapons.
MYTHOLOGY [INT]: The general knowledge of monsters and artifacts. Each successful roll
indicates that one trait is known. A failed roll results in no more rolls.
Artifacts: All magical items may be checked for abilities
Monsters: Mythological creature abilities may be known
NEGOTIATION [CHA]: The science of bartering in ones own favor.
PERCEPTION [WIL]: The ability to notice something which is out of the ordinary.
PROJECTILES [AGI]: This combat skill covers the maintenance and use of small weapons
used for throwing. Due to repeated use, drawing a projectile weapon takes half the normal time.
Melee use of these weapons (if possible) is at half normal rating.
RIDING [AGI]: The prowess of being able to use both hands for actions (ie. attack) on a
charging mount. For a special maneuver a roll on this skill is required. Also staying on your
mount when it rears from surprise situations.
RUNNING [END]: Increase movement distance by 1 foot, plus 1 foot per 10 points in this skill
for a number of minutes equal to END. If used in a combat context, this boost only applies to
“run/sprint” move types (will not modify 3’ moves).
SHIPCRAEFT [INT]: If boats and long ships must be sailed, dwellers require this skill. It can
only be obtained after the swimming skill has reached 50%. A rating over 1% will allow a
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dweller to pilot a skiff to raft sized vessels, and over a 50% will allow the dweller to use
anything over 15’ long.
SOCIOLOGY [INT]: The ability to get on some non-hostile person's good side.
+15% Leadership
+10% Negotiation
+5% Etiquette
SPEAK FOREIGN TONGUE [INT]: The skill relating to speaking the Outer Midgardian
language.
SPEAK REALM TONGUE [INT]: The skill relating to speaking one of the realm languages:
Asgardian, Vanagardian, Alfgardian, Nidavellirian, Jotunheimian, Muspelheimian,
Svartalfheimian, Gimjornvellirian. This skill may be taken multiple times, each time with a
different choice.
STEALTH [AGI]: The ability to sneak up behind someone.
Urban: The ability to move silently and undetected in villages and homes if
unencumbered.
Rural: The ability to move silently and undetected in forests, caves and fields if
unencumbered.
SWIMMING [END]: The skill which allows the dweller to swim in rough waters. The higher
the rating the faster the dweller can swim and hold his breath.
TRAIN ANIMALS [CHA]: Each command takes (24 hours - Charisma) to teach (minimum 1
hour). A roll at the end is required to see if it was learned.
Domestic: The talent involved in training an animal in simple commands
(stay, get, etc).
Wild: The same as above except a -20% modifier is added because wild animals are
harder to train.
Exotic: Animals from other realms outside Midgard. The same as above except a -40%
modifier.
WRITE NATIVE TONGUE [INT]: The skill relating to reading and writing ones own
language (Midgardian).
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Unique Skills
Most unique skills fall under an occupation, so they can found in the Occupations
chapter. Those which have special dispensation and have special applications can be found here.
Once a skill rises above a certain rating (example 11%) certain abilities become available to the
dweller listed on the appropriate line (ie. “11+”).
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CHAPTER 5: OCCUPATIONS
This next section covers all the playable occupations in the Fate of the Norns game. For
each occupation, you will find the following information:
[♂/♀] denotes the gender the occupation is restricted to.
Based on the deity chosen, the player makes their occupation selection. Midgard followers may
only choose occupations denoted with a **
Attributes is the bonus to the favored statistic.
Base Skills show the skill list which the occupation excels at. The number before the skill name
is to be added to the appropriate skill statistic from the skills chapter (hence the dwellers statistic
value), to get the percent chance for the skill. Skill is the dwellers unique skill which has a
percent rating equal to the statistic from the skills chapter.
Items refers to the items the dweller starts off with (if armour is listed, then player chooses one
area which it covers).
Social Standing is the representation of the dwellers net worth (along with anything special).
Thrall: Slave belonging to a master
Most valuable item: 2 cp
No home, cannot own land
Freeman: A thrall that has earned their freedom
Most valuable item: 10 cp
Home value: 250 cp

Middle: Karl
Most valuable item: 50 cp
Home value: 1000 cp
Upper: Jarl
Most valuable item: 150 cp
Home value: 3000 cp
It is up to the player and Norn to agree if a certain household item is owned by the dweller (the
Norn has the last word, obviously!).
NOTE: If home is ever sold, then the dweller has also sold his membership to the community.
This is a very serious choice with grave ramifications.
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Lower: Bondi
Most valuable item: 20 cp
Home value: 500 cp
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“An outlaw has no home, no social bindings or affiliations for security- in fact an outlaw has no
protections under the law. He can be killed without punishment and is afforded no rights” –
King Hakon
Every dweller begins play with a skill allowing him to speak Orse, the most common tongue
(local tongue in Midgard- Islandia).
Every dweller, regardless of occupation, begins with a standard set of items:
- 25cp lower/ 50cp middle/ 100cp upper
- pouch
- blanket
- drinking horn
- dried rations (2 days)
- large bag
- torch
- whetstone
- flint and steel
- water-proofing oil
- cloak
- boots
- breeches
- tunic
- small knife
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Special Alliance Occupations
At the end of this chapter are listed the” special alliance occupation” choices. Those occupations
can only be chosen by those who have previously had enough dwellers enter the heavens upon
death.
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Berserkir

RAGE [END]: A Berserkir warrior's most terrifying ability is to enter into a crazed state of mind
known as the Berserkir rage. The rage may be invoked a number of times per day equal to the
rating in rage divided by 10 (drop fractions) plus one (ie. Skill/10+1). It requires 100 segments of
preparatory psyching during which no other action may be taken except biting one's shield or
scabbard and moving (dodging allowed). The time may be reduced by 50 segments if the
Berserkir is hit by an opponent or inflicts a wound upon himself (at least 10 LF damage). The
rage lasts for the duration of the combat.
If the Berserkir shape-changes into a bear or boar, all items strapped on the Berserkir
drop to the ground. Clothes and armour not removed before the transformation will be damaged
as they rip off the body. However magical armour will drop away without damage.
All abilities disappear when the rage ceases. The rage will not end before all time runs
out, or unless there is no one left to slay (including ones allies). A Berserkir will always attack
the closest enemy. He will be able to discern ally from foe while foes are around, after that allies
are fair game to kill (exception: Berserkirs in rage never attack allied Berserkirs). While in rage
no Berserkir will use ranged attack modes (bows) or be able to dodge or use the accuracy skill.
Once the rage ends the Berserkir passes out for 1d10 minutes, minus 1 minute per 10 points in
the Rage skill. As the skill increases, so does the potency of the rage.
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[♂]
ATTRIBUTES: +1 END
BASE SKILLS:
60 Melee
55 Hand to Hand
50 Running
45 Athletics
40 Perception
35 Alertness
30 Swimming
SKILL: Rage (Modr)
ITEMS:
Small wood shield
Battle Axe
Bludgeon
SOCIAL STANDING: Lower
A Berserkir is a warrior who is blessed with the anger of the gods. In this rage he loses all
control and becomes a killing machine, striking down foes with the strength of twice four men.
They have no need for armour, neither iron nor fire can touch their skin when in this feverish
rage. People have tried calming the fires within a Berserkir consumed with Modr by pushing
them into vats of ice cold water, but it only resulted in the water transforming to steam due to the
fiery anger within the Berserkir’s breast. Throwing naked women in the path of a Berserkir has
also failed to calm the heavenly rage. In some cases, a Berserkirs has been known to transform
himself into a mighty boar or bear. After the rage wears off, the warrior is in a weakened state
for a time. It is said that a king sent 5 Berserkirs to conquer a neighboring kingdom and they
accomplished their task, slaying all of the opposing king’s armies. This rage is spiritual in nature,
since it is a lesser form of what the god Thor possesses.
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At every level, the Berserkir gains the listed abilities (table not cumulative except for
“Special Powers” column). Shape-change will (randomly) occur 50% of the time when the
Berserkir goes into rage. If both the bear and boar are possible, then the boar shape will be taken
30% of the time, as opposed to 70% of the time for the bear.
LF: Lifeforce added to each location, damage dealt to this LF pool first. When rage ceases LF
revert to normal maximums if LF in those areas is higher.
Thesh: Bonus to Threshold when in rage.
Res: Bonus to Resistances when in rage.
To-hit: Negatives opponents get when trying to strike the enraged Berserkir due to fear and his
erratic aggressive movements.
STR: Strength bonus when in rage. Affects Force, Lift and Carry.
Level
01+
11+
21+
31+
41+
51+
61+
71+
81+
91+
100

LF
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
1000

Thresh Res
25
+5%
50
+10%
75
+15%
100
+20%
125
+23%
150
+26%
200
+29%
250
+32%
300
+35%
350
+40%
700
+80%

to-hit
-5%
-10%
-15%
-20%
-25%
-30%
-35%
-40%
-45%
-50%
-100%

STR
+6
+12
+18
+24
+30
+36
+42
+48
+54
+60
+120

Special Power
STR can exceed 30 when in rage
Skin & mind toughen, PF: 40
SF of attacks reduced by 10%
Shape-change into giant boar1
Opponent’s dodge –10%
Opponent’s Accuracy skill ineffective
Leap2; SF of attacks reduced by 20%
Shape-change into giant bear3
Psyching-up time for rage reduced by half
Whirlwind attack4
50% chance of taking no physical damage

Boar modifies the Berserkir’s characteristics as follows:
Move time –50%
Tusk attack: DC 3, SF: 26, reach: 2
PF: 50
2
Leap: The Berserkir can declare a run/sprint action and instead of moving along the ground, can cover that distance
in the air. Great for getting to foes trying to get out of reach.
3
Bear modifies the Berserkir’s characteristics as follows:
The three attacks considered ambidextrous (modifiers for ambidexterity should be added when used)
Move time -20%
Bite attack: DC 6, SF: 40, reach: 2
Left claw attack: DC 5, SF: 30, reach: 5
Right claw attack: DC 5, SF: 30, reach: 5
Size: +3 (remember to modify reach)
PF: 60
4
On a swing, roll to hit for all targets which come within the reach.
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Blacksmith

SMITHING [STR]: All of the different abilities are enumerated below.
Weapons: With the presence of a forge and tools, ability to create weapons with
which the dweller is proficient with.
Homes: Proper tools are needed to create log long-houses.
Armour: A forge and tools are needed to create armour.
Miscellaneous: The Norn will determine the tools needed to create an misc. item.
Generally no roll is needed to create an ordinary item, as long as the materials, tools, and time
(determined by the Norn) are put in. The dweller may opt to create an exceptional item, which
does require a roll after all the item has been made. Success indicates that the item has exquisite
quality, incredible durability, and it has a substantial (times ten!) retail value. Failure indicates
lost materials and time. It requires 1 hour per 5 pounds of ore being used for forging an item.
The smithing skill also endows the following abilities at the given level:
01+ Resistance to heat +10%; Can create/repair local weapons and armour.
11+ Hammer proficiency, melee (hammer or warhammer) +30%
21+ Can create/repair foreign weapons and armour
31+ Find Forge Beast**
41+ Spectacular items*
51+ Realm base materials usage**
61+ Ability to modify weapons and armour instead of starting from ores***
71+ Items from creature parts**
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[♂/♀]**
ATTRIBUTES: +1 STR
BASE SKILLS:
60 Negotiation
55 Appraisal
50 Melee
45 Archery
40 Perception
35 Alertness
30 First Aid
SKILL: Smithing
ITEMS:
Banded armour
Hammer
Small Steel Shield
50cp worth of raw materials
SOCIAL STANDING: Upper (with small forge)
The Blacksmith has talents which many folk envy. He can not only create items from
metals and stones, but wood also. He is a master warrior due to his knowledge of how to create
weapons. Blacksmith’s are one of the clan's most valued subjects due to religious taboos around
looting corpses. Many Smiths worship Dvergar, since their crafting skills are the envy of all.
Some master blacksmiths have created artifacts which clans and kingdoms have gone to war
over. Plus they are not bound by their forges once they surpass apprentice levels. They gain the
ability to summon a forge beast to their side, allowing them to craft while traveling.
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81+ Once per week, STR pounds of any ore may be summoned up out of thin air
91+ Can infuse an item out of one extra ore or creature part (must be different)
100 Gain Runecraeft at rating 01 (can only learn Enchantment type runes)
Exceptional aspects:
Weapons: improved durability and balance (+5% to hit). Bows are special cases, since
their max Force gain can be made to match the blacksmith’s (value 20cp extra per Force
point).
Homes: fit for chieftains, and can withstand double the normal winds.
Armour: +5 to protection factor.
Miscellaneous: retail value multiplied by 2.
* Spectacular aspects (requires a skill roll at –10%):
Weapons: -10% SF or +1 DC and balanced (+5% to hit). In addition, bow Force
can be made to be equal to the Blacksmith’s. Ammunition like arrows can
be made +1 DC.
Homes: knowledge in creating stone edifices (towers, keeps).
Armour: ½ to encumbrance modifiers; +10 PF instead of +5
Miscellaneous: value multiplied by 10 instead of 2.
(These are in addition to the exceptional abilities, but the item value is now times one hundred!)
** See related sections below
*** Cannot take components out, can just add new components.

FORGE BEAST
A forge beast is a creature from the outer realms (all realms except Midgard). It has the
ability to shape raw materials, essentially replacing the need for a forge. A forge beast must be
attracted by placing at least 10 objects of spectacular value in a pile on the ground. It will arrive
in 1d10 hours (-1 hour per item over 10, but minimum 1 hour) and form a friendship with the
blacksmith. They can seek out realm ores, and can excavate them as long as half is given to them
for food (any realm ores will be good food). The type of forge beast attracted depends on the
host realm.
Smithing done with forge beasts takes 1 hour from a small object like a dagger, to 10 hours for a
full suit of plate armour.
All the forge beasts have similar statistics unless stated below:
Size: 1
LF (head, torso): 50
LF (arms, legs): 25
PF: 15
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General smithing note: Item type (exceptional, spectacular), ore type and creature parts
can be used in conjunction with each other, but cannot be used in conjunction with another type
of the same category. (ie. A spectacular sword made out of Red Gold and infused with Wyrm
teeth is legal, but an item made out of Mithril and Ice stone, or Fog Troll brain and Stone Troll
skin is illegal).
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Asgard: Liliputen
The blacksmith can attract 20 little humanoids called Liliputen. They have tiny magical
tools.
Size: ½” tall
All other characteristics are at minimums
Vanagard: Elemental Snake
This tiny snake can magically swallow ore and spit out what shape is desired.
Resistances: 100%
SF: 35
Alfgard: Spiritling
It whispers to the ore to shape itself in the desired form.
Ability to teleport 30’ twice every hour.
Nidavellir: Milodon
Its hands can heat up with coursing magma, making the ore malleable.
PF: 30
Force: 3
SF: 60
Jotunheim: Godonn
Its powerful hands and fists can mould any substance.
Size: 2
Move: 30
SF: 100
Force: 11
Muspelheim: Dwarf Drake
It has a molten hot breath which is used in heating up and shaping the mineral ore.
DC: 6 area damage, Reach: 9 (once per hour)
DC: 3
Ability to fly 10’ off the ground with its small wings.
Svartalfheim: Fluttering Shade
It allows the shaping of objects by manipulation of the shadow the ore casts upon the
ground.
Dodge(melee): 75%
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Threshold: 75%
Resistances: 60%
Initiative: 30
Dodge (melee): 55%
Dodge (missile): 30%
Move: 3’ / 20 segments
DC: 1
Reach: 1
SF: 40
Force: 2
Hand to Hand skill: 30%
Abilities: none unless stated
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Dodge(missile): 50%
Stealth: 95%
Gimjornvellir: Sliver
Its sharp claws can carve the desired items as per the blacksmith’s specifications.
Move: 3’ / 15 segments
DC: 5

REALM ORES
The following list explains how each realm’s ores affect the weapon (DC, Parry, SF) and armour
(PF) tables. Cost covers an amount of ore to produce 1 pound (cost in copper pieces).
Realm
Ore
DC
Parry SF
PF
Cost Other
Midgard
Steel
+2
0
0
+3
1
Asgard
Red Gold
+2
+10 -10%
+12 4
Vanagard
Song Wood 0
+25 0
+15 5
½ weight
Alfgard
Elven Silver 0
+5
-20%
+9
3
Nidavellir
Mithril
+2
+5
0
+6
2
Jotunheim
Ice Stone
+4
0
0
+12 4
Cold Aura
Svartalfheim Onyx Obsidian0
0
-30%
+12 4
Muspelheim Molten Stone +2
0
-20%
+12 4
Heat Aura
Gimjornvellir Blood Iron
+3
0
-20%
+15 5
Using non-Midgard ores will incur a –10% on the success roll.
Cold/Heat Auras on weapons will do an extra 10 points of damage if the target fails its
Resistances check, if on armour, then add +10 to Resistances (cold/heat) of wearer.

Part from denizen
Brain
Heart
Bones
Skin
Muscle
Claws
Eyes
Wings
Teeth
Scales
Body fat
Blood

Ability
Attribute bonus (INT, CHA)
Attribute bonus (HEA, WIL)
Durability bonus, Attribute bonus (AGI)
Attribute bonus (COM, END)
Attribute bonus (STR, SPE)
Damage
Visibility
Transportation
Damage
Durability bonus
Weight
Special quality
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CREATURE PARTS
Non Midgard realm denizens’ bodies have magical properties which can be used to infuse items
with special powers. Which part of the denizen is needed for a particular ability really depends
on what attribute is being sought out. The table below generalizes all cases (explanation follows
table):
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Durability bonus

Damage

Visibility

Transportation

Weight

Special Quality

Application
If a denizen has an Attribute of at least 40, certain parts of its body
can be used to create items which boost those attributes. The
amount the item will boost an Attribute depends on how much above 40
the denizen’s Attributes
were:
40-45 +1
46-50 +2
51-55 +3
etc…
If the natural PF is at least 50, the material can infuse a PF bonus
in armour of:
+10 if denizen PF 50-60
+20 if denizen PF 61-70
+30 if denizen PF 71 or more
All of the above categories will also make certain other items more
durable:
~ arrows will never break from bow shot
~ items resist at +5%
~ structural damage capacity doubled
Depending on the natural attack form’s DC, the material can infuse
a DC bonus of:
DC: 7 then DC bonus of +1
DC: 8 then DC bonus of +2
DC: 9 then DC bonus of +3
DC: 10 or more then DC bonus of +4
If a denizen had Low-light or Twilight vision, an item can be
imbued to convey this benefit. If placed on a weapon, it can inflict
darkness penalties to a foe if they fail a Resistances check upon
being struck.
The denizen’s flight/teleport/phase ability can be transferred to an
item at half effectiveness. If the rate of movement in flight was 15,
then it will be 30 in the item. Similarly if the Shadow Step ability
was usable three times per day, now it can be used once per day.
If the denizen was extremely heavy for it’s size (such as a Rock
Troll) or very light for its size (such as a Faerie), the item can be
made to be extremely light (half weight) or extremely heavy
(double to quadruple the weight).
If the denizen has some outstanding quality which is not summed
up in any of the other categories, then the blood component can
infuse the item with the ability at half potency.
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Ability
Attribute bonus
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Cleric (Godi)


−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Druid


−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Maiden of Ratatosk

Nomad (Fardrengir)


−Omittedinthedemoversion−
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Rogue
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Runecaster (Galdr)

RUNECRAEFT [WIL]: See the Magic chapter under Runecraeft for details on specific runes.
The Runecaster gains new runes according to the following chart:
01+ choose a single rune
06+ choose a single rune
11+ choose a single rune
16+ choose a single rune
21+ choose a single rune
26+ choose a single rune
31+ choose a single rune
36+ choose a single rune
41+ choose two single runes or a double rune
46+ choose two single runes or a double rune
51+ choose two single runes or a double rune
56+ choose two single runes or a double rune
61+ choose two single runes or a double rune
66+ choose two single runes or a double rune
71+ choose two single runes or a double rune
76+ choose two single runes or a double rune
81+ choose three single runes or two double runes or a triple rune
86+ choose three single runes or two double runes or a triple rune
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[♂/♀]
ATTRIBUTES: +1 WIL
BASE SKILLS:
60 Alertness
55 Perception
50 Melee
45 Mythology
40 Write Native Tongue
35 Sociology
30 Negotiation
SKILL: Runecræft.
ITEMS:
Leather armour
Dagger
Hammer
Chisel
SOCIAL STANDING: Upper (with small library)
In a quest for ultimate magical power, the Aesir All Father, Odin, donated his eye to the
Well of Wisdom, and then Pierced by his own flesh with his magical spear Gungnir. He then
hung himself on the world tree, Yggdrasil for 9 days and 9 nights. And then the runes came to
him. Runes are magical symbols that evoke a variety of arcane effects. A Runecaster is one who
has begun to learn how to wield the might of runic magic. It involves speaking the runes as well
as gesturing their layout in the air with a finger, only then is the mighty magic released. Learning
runes is a very trying endeavor.
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91+ choose three single runes or two double runes or a triple rune
96+ choose three single runes or two double runes or a triple rune
etc… this skill continues with the same pattern above 100
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Head to the “Magic” chapter and make your rune selections.
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Skald


−Omittedinthedemoversion=
Son of Fenrir


−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Stalo


−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Witch (Seithkona)


−Omittedinthedemoversion−

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Missionary


−Omittedinthedemoversion−
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Angel of Death
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CHAPTER 6: Equipment
In ancient times the exchange of goods was normally done through barter (exchange goods
and services without using currency). The value of precious metals was established by weight. In
order to facilitate gameplay, Fate of the Norns uses currency- with the copper coin being the
standard).
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CURRENCY EXCHANGE:
100
copper pieces = 20 silver pieces = 1 gold piece
100
coin size:1
100
coin weight:1 lbs.
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Weapons
Weapons are divided into local ones and foreign ones. Only Local weapons may be
purchased normally, Foreign weapons may only be acquired through raids in foreign lands.
Descriptions

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Local Weapons

Weapon
ARROWS
Rock

DC/ Parry

SF

Reach Range

5/1
6/1
2/2

41
44
31

5
6
3

2/3
1/3
2/1
7/1
3/5
4/2

31
27
31
49
36
38

2
1
3
8
4
5

DC/ Parry
-

SF
60
40
40

Reach Range
8/16/30/40/45
15/30/60/130/200
15/30/60/130/200

2/2
1/1

30
27

2
1

9
10
10
8

6/12/18/24/30
4/8/12/16/18

4/6
5/2
4/8
1/10

43
46
45
36

4/8
3/8

40
36

5
4

Cost

Weight

DC/ Parry

SF

free

0.2

2/-

see sling
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Weapon
Cost Weight
AXES (Swing)
Battle
70cp 8
Battle, 2 headed
100cp 10
Hatchet
30cp 5
CLUBS (Swing)
Aclis
10cp 4
Bludgeon
5cp
4
Hammer
15cp 2
Maul
90cp 16
Pick
20cp 4
War-Hammer
50cp 6
BOWS (Thrusting)
Weapon
Cost Weight
Sling
10cp 2
Short [3]
60cp 4
Short [4]
80cp 4
KNIVES (Swing/Thrusting)
Dagger
25cp 2
Throwing
15cp 1
POLEARMS (Check description)
Fork, Pitch
45cp 18
Harpoon
35cp 10
Spear
30cp 8
Staff
15cp 10
SWORDS (Swing/Thrusting)
Broad
90cp 6
Seax
75cp 5
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Iron ball
Wood tip (bow)
Metal tip (bow)
Bolt (crossbow)

2cp
1cp
2cp
3cp

0.3
0.1
0.2
0.2

3/4/5/6/-

see sling
see bow
see bow
see crossbow

Foreign Weapons
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SF

Reach Range

49
28
46

8
2
9

38
36
38

7
4
5

65
60

30/60/120/240/480
5/10/15/20/30

50
50

20/40/80/150/300
20/40/80/150/300

34
32
28
31

4
3
1
2

SF
52
48
55
53
49
53
49
41
*
48
46
50
49
51

Reach Range
15
16
15
11
14
15
12
10
7/12/20/30/40
11
15
12
11
12
14

4/8/15/25/35
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Weapon
Cost Weight
DC/ Parry
AXES (Swing)
Bardiche
200cp 16
7/1
Francisca
140cp 4
1/3
Lochabre
170cp 10
5/7
CLUBS (Swing)
Flail
145cp 7
3/1
Mace
140cp 7
3/4
Morningstar
150cp 10
4/2
BOWS (Thrusting)
Cross [5]
190cp 6
Hand Cross [2]
250cp 6
Fustibal
110cp {see staff and sling}
Long [5]
160cp 8
Long [6]
180cp 8
KNIVES (Swing/Thrusting)
Baselard
120cp 5
2/8
Machette
115cp 4
2/2
Manopele
125cp 2
1/6
Skean-Dhu
130cp 3
2/4
POLEARMS (Check description)
Weapon
Cost Weight
DC/ Parry
Bec-de-Corbain
180cp 16
5/4
Bill-Hook
160cp 16
3/4
Demi-Lune
190cp 15
6/5
Fork, Military
200cp 11
7/6
Glaive
165cp 14
4/5
Guisarme
185cp 16
5/5
Halberd
170cp 13
5/6
Javelin
125cp 10
3/1
Lance
180cp 12
6/2
Lucern
160cp 16
3/5
Partisan
165cp 12
4/5
Ransuer
175cp 11
6/5
Spetum
180cp 12
5/5
Spontoon
185cp 14
5/4
SWORDS (Swing/Thrusting)
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180cp
200cp
180cp
170cp
210cp
175cp

9
12
10
6
11
8

5/8
6/6
4/7
3/9
7/8
4/9

44
47
45
39
51
42

7
8
10
6
9
7
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Bastard
Claymore
Estoc
Falchion
Flamberge
Katzbalger
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Armour & Shields
Under the occupation chapter, when an armour type is mentioned, it is taken to be only
torso covering. (L)ocal armour may be purchased, but (F)oreign armour must be acquired
through pillaging of foreign lands.
Protection factor (PF) is given for every type of armour. The PF is the same for one type
of armour regardless of location. Shields do not have a PF rating, but add to a dweller's dodge
rating. Repairs will generally cost 1cp/PF to be repaired. Double the cost for metal armour.
Size is not related to dweller size, rather it is meant for container carrying capacity.
Encumbrance deals with penalties due to the weight, movement restriction and light reflection
from the armour. The penalties are to Move, SF and Stealth in that order. If leg armour of the
specified type is worn, then apply the appropriate Move penalty. Same goes for arm armour and
SF penalties. All locations apply to the Stealth penalty (not cumulative, instead use highest
penalty value). Shields do not affect Stealth.
Cost for exceptional armour is 5 times more.
Cost for spectacular armour is 10 times more.

Leather (PF 5)(L):
Head Cap
Torso Cuirass
Arm Pleyn
Leg Chausses
Studded leather (PF 10)(L):
Head Mask
Torso Jerkin
Arm Courdiere
Leg Leggings
Splint mail (PF 15)(L):
Head Skull cap
Torso Hauberk
Arm Gomar
Leg Taces
Scale mail (PF 20)(F):
Head Armet
Torso Plastron
Arm Garlon
Leg Poleyn
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Weight

Cost

Size

Encumbrance
MV/SF/Stealth

1
3
2
2

4cp
10cp
5cp
5cp

2
4
3
3

0/0/0

1
4
3
3

7cp
20cp
10cp
10cp

2
4
3
3

+1/+1/0

5
9
8
8

10cp
30cp
15cp
15cp

3
5
4
4

+1/+2/-10%

9
12
11
11

20sp
60sp
30sp
30sp

3
5
4
4

+2/+4/-25%
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Armour
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Chain mail (PF 25)(F):
Head Coif
Torso Sark
Arm Brassart
Leg Jambart
Banded mail (PF 30)(L):
Head Great helm
Torso Plaquet
Arm Epaulieres
Leg Roundels
Plate mail (PF 35)(F):
Head Visor
Torso Breast plate
Arm Ranka
Leg Padas

Weight

Cost

Size

Encumbrance
MV/SF/Stealth
+3/+6/-50%

9
12
11
11

35sp
100sp
50sp
50sp

3
5
4
4

14
17
16
16

100cp
150cp
90cp
90cp

4
6
5
5

+6/+9/-70%

24
27
26
26

500sp
500sp
200sp
200sp

5
7
6
6

+10/+13/-90%

Weight

Cost

Size

5
15
20
20
25
40

10cp
10cp
25cp
20cp
35cp
40cp

3
5
5
7
7
9

Dodge Encumbrance
MV/SF
+5%
+15%
+20%
+25%
+30% +2/+1
+35% +4/+2

Shields
Shield (Dodge):
Buckler
Buckler
Small wood Skidis
Small metal Round
Large Wood Scand
Large Metal Kite
Tall Shield Tower

Carry Capacity (CC) is equal to total size carried in item. If weapons need to be sorted then reach
is equal to size.
*Irrelevant weight. ** Irrelevant size.
Carry:
Pouch (CC=1)
Glass vial
Small bag (CC=10)
Large bag (CC=20)
Quiver (CC20)
Water Skin
Wooden box (CC=5)
Chest (CC=40)
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Weight
1
1
1
2
3
1
2
30

Cost
1cp
2sp
2cp
4cp
6cp
3cp
8cp
13cp

Size
1
1
2
3
8
2
4
10
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Items
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7
300
200
*

5cp
24cp
20cp
50sp

60
**
**
**

Blanket
Pillow
Drinking horn
Torch (7 hours)
Whetstone
Flint & steel
Water-proofing oil (1 appl.)
Hide (1'x1')
Ink bottle
Candle (3 hours)
Chissel
Nails (100)
Rope (50')
Boat Sail
Oar
Net (10'x10')
Soap (1 month)
Washboard
Mortar & pestle
Grappling hook
Loom
Cauldron
Tent (3 person)
Shovel
Urn
Snow shoes
Skis
Slave
Gem (small saphire)
Sun-Stone Compass

Weight
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
20
100
5
4
1
2
2
8
18
80
4
2
2
2
2
*
0.2
1

Cost
4cp
5cp
11cp
2cp
7cp
7cp
1cp
2cp
17cp
2cp
2cp
3cp
3cp
38cp
3cp
15cp
1cp
4cp
9cp
12cp
52cp
15cp
19cp
2cp
36cp
8cp
6cp
80cp
2gp
5gp

Size
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
3
10
40
5
20
1
4
1
2
50
40
20
4
2
3
8
**
1
1

*
*
*
2
15
10
4

60cp
30cp
80cp
20cp
22cp
40cp
10cp

**
40
**
10
20
15
10

Misc.:

Animals:
Horse
Sheep
Cow
Chicken
Pig
Dog
Cat
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Barrel (CC=50)
Cart (CC=300)
Skiff (CC=200)
Longship (20 crew)
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Food:
Dried rations (1day)
Wine bottle (1 day)
Cheese (1 day)
Side of Pork (1 day)
Bread (1 day)
Mead (1 day)
Salt (1 lbs.)
Tavern Drink
Tavern Meal
Clothes:
Hat
Cloak
Belt
Mockassins
Boots
Slippers
Fur
Tunic
Breeches
Robe
Dress

Weight
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1

Cost
1cp
5cp
3cp
4cp
2cp
3cp
1cp
2cp
1cp

Size
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

1
2
1
2
2
1
3
2
2
2
2

6cp
5cp
2cp
3cp
4cp
2cp
10cp
6cp
5cp
8cp
7cp

1
2
1
1
2
1
6
3
3
4
3

¼cp
5cp

1
100
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Building Supplies:
1 pound of iron ore*
2
1 wooden log (15’)
100
* 1 pound is roughly enough to make a knife
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CHAPTER 7: DEITIES
The deities are outlined below, grouped by their race. The influence of the deity
represents what spheres the god has power over. The codes of ethics must be followed by the
worshippers in addition to the Valour/Malice ethics. Clerics faithful to the deity must observe all
three codes of conduct, whereas non clerics who worship the deity must only follow the first
code. The gift is granted to all worshippers.
The listing by race doesn’t guarantee that all the deities are Valorous or Malicious
belonging to that race. For that reason a [V/M] alliance rating is set by the deity, indicating that
god’s disposition, thus the disposition choice allowed to the worshippers.
Every deity supports only certain occupations. Thus an occupation not listed under the
deity cannot be selected by the worshipper. The occupation abbreviations are as follows:
AoD Angel of Death
Nom Nomad
Ber
Berserkir
Rog Rogue
Bla
Blacksmith
Run Runecaster
Cle
Cleric
Ska
Skald
Dru Druid
SoF Son of Fenrir
MoR Maiden of Ratatosk
Sta
Stalo
Mis Missionary
Wit
Witch

Aesir

BALDER
[Bla Cle Nom Ska Sta]
Titles: The Good, The Pure, The Invincible, Goodwill
Influence: Purity, Good
Gift: +1 COM
COD:
1) Resolve conflicts through peaceful means if possible
2) Help all those in need
3) Place others before self
His domain is Briedablik and not Asgard, but he is still an Aesir. His skin is whiter than
the whitest snow. He is the son of Odin and Frigga. Due to a bad dream his mother had, she
asked all things living and unliving not to harm her son. In his realm, no one can disrupt the
peace and harmony. Anyone trying to do so is instantly and forever banished.
BRAGI
[Bla Cle Dru Nom Ska]
Titles: The Old
Influence: Poetry, Knowledge, Festivals, Oaths
Gift: +1 INT
COD:
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The Aesir are the new race of gods that inhabit Asgard. They had a great war with the Vanir, but
it ended when they both realized that the forces of malice were their enemy. For the truce the
Vanir sent Njord, Frey and Freya to the Aesir in exchange for Hoenir and Mimir.
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1) Drink a beer or mead a day
2) Always give advice
3) Guide the young
Bragi is the skald of the gods. Odin became a master skald after drinking the Mead of
Inspiration, but it is said that Bragi was born with the gift. His wife is Idunn.
FORESTI
[Cle Sta]
Titles: Lord of Justice
Influence: Justice
Gift: +1 INT
COD:
1) Be fair in judgement of others
2) Solve disputes
3) Stay neutral in all causes
Foresti is Balder's son. He is the judge and jury of Asgard. He is so just and fair, that
others from realms far beyond come to him for settlements. His domain is Glitnir.

HEIMDALL
[Bla Cle Sta]
Titles: Keeper of the Rainbow Bridge, The Watcher, The Everlasting
Influence: Duty, Society
Gift: +1 END
COD:
1) Must protect something or someone if asked to by a follower of the Aesir
2) Must protect one’s village to the death
3) Question suspicious persons about their comings and goings.
He is the guardian of Bifrost Bridge, the rainbow bridge into Asgard. Heimdall was born
from nine women and one man. It is said he created individuality in mankind. He is one of the
oldest Deities on Yggdrasil. He was the first to join Odin's court. It is said that he will be the last
to perish in Ragnorök. Heimdall's greatest rival is Loki.
HODER
[Bla Cle Dru Nom Ska]
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FRIGGA
[Bla Cle Dru Ska Wit]
Titles: Great Mother
Influence: Mothers, Home, Wives, Marriage
Gift: +1 CHA
COD:
1) Help your fellows
2) Protect innocent children
3) Treat all (even foes) with dignity
She is the wife of the All Father, but that is secondary compared to her roll of Great
Mother. She cares for all the Aesir, their worshippers and even those who do not, but are in need.
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Titles: The Blind, The Mighty
Influence: Blindness, Afflictions
Gift: +1 STR
COD:
1) Never be hasty
2) Heal afflictions
3) Challenge the spread and cause of afflictions
Hoder is completely blind, but unbelievably strong. Hoder is the son of Odin.
HOENIR
[Bla Cle Ska]
Titles: The Chieftain
Influence: Leadership
Gift: +1 HEA
COD:
1) Show strength in leadership
2) Make sure you are calling the shots
3) Lay down the law with extreme prejudice
Hoenir was the leading figure head in Asgard (below Odin of course). He was traded to
the Vanir in the exchange for peace. He can make very wise decisions in a short amount of time.

MAGNI
[Ber Bla Cle]
Titles: The Mighty
Influence: Strength
Gift: +1 STR
COD:
1) Strive to be the strongest
2) Challenge others to tests of strength
3) Trade to acquire strength over other things
Magni is Thor's son, and is said to be stronger than Thor. Magni saved his father by
lifting the dead giant Hrungnir off him, a feat which no other God could accomplish.
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IDUN
[Bla Cle Dru MoR Nom Rog Run Ska Wit]
Titles: Keeper of the Apples
Influence: Youth, Happiness
Gift: +1 COM
COD:
1) Always look on the bright side
2) Try to age gracefully
3) Help the elderly
Idun is Bragi’s wife. She is the keeper of the golden apples of youth. Due to her presence
is all within the walls of Asgard as bright and wonderful as they are. She is the reason for much
joy and is prayed to during periods of sadness or before festivals.
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LOKI *
[Cle MoR Rog SoF Wit]
Titles: The Dæmonic, The Amoral, King of Mischief
Influence: Deceit
Gift: +1 INT
COD:
1) Ensure no one knows your true motives
2) Undermine the activities of other clerics
3) Spread chaos as often as possible
Loki gave birth to three sons (Fenrir the wolf, Nidhogg the great serpent and Sleipner the
eight legged horse) and one daughter (Hel, the mistress of Niflheim). It is said that the Norns
decided that Loki’s actions will bring about Ragnorok. He aids the Aesir as much as he secretly
hinders them. He has blood lines extending to the Rime Giants.
*note: Loki followers must be Malice aligned.

SIF
[Cle Dru MoR Nom Rog Ska Sta]
Titles: The Protector
Influence: Young Adventurers
Gift: +1 SPE
COD:
1) Look out for your companions
2) Help others achieve their goals
3) Never give up
Sif is the wife of Thor. She is also the patron goddess of adventurers. All who wish to
bless a journey make a quick prayer to her.
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ODIN
[Ber Bla Nom Rog Run Ska Sta Wit]
Titles: All Father, Great Magister, The Brave, The Wicked, Shadow Spy, The Discordant
Influence: Leadership, Dead Warriors, Runes, Spellsongs, Seith, Rage
Gift: +1 WIL
COD:
1) Seek arcane knowledge at all costs
2) Guide all towards Valhalla
3) Strive for unity
There he hung nine nights in the wind battered tree, wounding himself with a spear,
clutching the runes, and cutting out his own eye, then it all dawned on him, the supreme wisdom.
Odin is the leader of the Aesir. He is the runemaster and the channeller of Seith. Odin is the god
who brought Spellsongs to the mortal world. His clerics are skalds and gain the ability to cast
Spellsongs through Kennings. Odin may shift form at will. He can convince any mortal that he is
right. He speaks in rhymes. His enemies can be made blind, deaf or fearful with but a wave of his
hand. Their weapons can be changed so that they would cut no better than wands. Any warrior
cutting himself with a spear before death will increase his chances to enter Valhalla. Hanging
oneself is almost an assurance of entering Valhalla.
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THOR
[Ber Bla Cle]
Titles: God of land, Thunderer, Slayer of giants, The Good Peasant, The Little Father
Influence: Peasants, Rain, Winds, Rage
Items: Mjollnir, Gloves, Girdle, Charriot Drawn by Goats
Gift: +1 STR
COD:
1) Protect the weak. Use anger as equalizer
2) Aid farmers with their crops
3) Attack beings allied with the Giants
Thor will instantly appear if the Aesir are in peril. He will attack in an angry state called
Modr. In this condition Thor will vaguely resemble his opponent physically. Thor is known for
his great appetite. He is the mortal enemy of the Rime Giants. He is also the protector of the
lowly farmer. His parents are Odin and Jord and his wife is Sif.

ULL
[Cle Dru Nom]
Titles: Master of the Hunt
Influence: Winter, Skiing, Hunt, Archery
Gift: +1 END
COD:
1) Use the bow before any other type of weapon
2) Teach others the proper way to survive in snowy conditions
3) Always look for a challenge when hunting
Ull is the master of the wild hunt. He leads expeditions to the Ydal forest in order to hunt
the most challenging of game. Aspiring archers pray to him for enlightenment. He is also the
patron of skiers and those who trek through snow. It is rumored that he has a secret romantic
affair going on with Hel, mistress of Niflheim. His mother is Sif.
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TYR
[Cle Run Sta]
Titles: The Law Maker
Influence: Air, Duty, War.
Gift: +1 AGI
COD:
1) Hold duty above all else
2) Slay evil wolves on sight
3) Lead the war with determination towards victory, no matter what the cost
The sky god Tyr is the lawmaker of the Aesir. He holds justice and duty to the masses
above all else. To save the Aesir from Fenrir the Devourer, without giving a second thought, he
gave up his right hand. Odin is his father.
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The Alfar live in stones when they reside outside Alfgard. Placing offerings at such stones can
gain their great favour.

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
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Alfar
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Dvergar
The Dvergar are masters of the forge. They spend most of their time creating masterwork items
which the other divine races are ready to fight over.

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Wights
The Wights are a warfaring race of gods who wage eternal war against each other on the fields of
Gimjornvellir.

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Svart Alfar
A sinister and secretive race, they prefer alternative tactics to frontal warfare. They are present at
most great conflicts, but are rarely seen.

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Muspeli Giants
These monoliths of burning magma resound the fury of fire. Their hatred can be fuelled very
easily, and is slow to die down. Despite their avoidance of the Rime Giants, they share the
common goal of annihilating the Aesir. In the Holy Muspeli Book, it is said that their king, Surt,
will devour the World Tree in Holy Fire at Ragnarok.

Rime Giants
They rose as powers long before other realms had even grown on Yggdrasil. The Rime-Giants
live in the frozen mountain ranges of Jotunheim. They lived at peace, ignoring mortals until the
Aesir came. Trying to assert their superiority, the Aesir exploited and murdered the gods of old.
This enraged a violent fire in the Rime-Giants that even the cold of Jotunheim could not
extinguish! This was war… a war that would lead to the bitter end. Ragnarok!

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
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Vanir
These are the old gods of the Vikings. They fought a vicious battle with the Aesir for a time,
until they both realized that the war was getting nothing solved, so they exchanged some
hostages to ensure the peace and settled down, letting the Aesir battle the Giants for supremacy.

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Other Gods
These divine beings fall outside the normal races of gods.
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CHAPTER 8: MAGIC
Alchemy

−Omittedinthedemoversion−

Herbalism

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Priestcraeft
Priestcraeft is outlined in the Occupations chapter for initial abilities, but as the cleric
grows, new abilities are gained from the deity. Below deity races classify the additional abilities:
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−Omittedinthedemoversion−
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Runecraeft
Learning Runes
As the Runecaster raises his Runecraeft skill, he gains a new rune of his choice. Runes are not
knowledge that is attained easily. As such if the Runecaster is eligible for a new rune, it will not
come to him immediately. He must enter a deep state of meditation, which in some cases will
drain the Runecaster severely. After all, the All Father, Odin hung himself on the World Tree for
nine days and nights, and gave up an eye to the Well of Wisdom before drinking from it, in order
to learn all the runes. This sacrifice was great, but it bestowed a great arcane knowledge. Dweller
Runecaster must go through a minor ordeal to learn one rune at a time. Examples would be:
~ Starving yourself for 3 days in order to learn a rune of self preservation
~ Spending an hour lying on a glacier in order to learn a rune of mastery over cold
~ Submerging oneself underwater for 3 minutes to learn the rune of water breath
Now understandably some of these activities will carry side effects like a cold or minor
physical (Lifeforce) or mental (Threshold) damage. To learn wondrous things, there is always a
price. But in some cases the meditation may be pleasant. To learn a rune of nature, the
Runecaster may have to spend a day in solitude studying the forest, before a bird lands on his
shoulder and whispers the rune in his ear. It is up to the player which way he or she will
meditate. If the Norn feels it is lacking, the Norn will tell the player it is insufficient and the
player needs to do something more appropriate.
Should the player go above and beyond what is required and do something very interesting and
insightful, the Norn can give the player Primary Statistic points (1-3). It should be encouraged
that Runecaster make little quests for themselves, for each rune they wish to acquire.

Runes leave invisible runic residue in the area they were cast and on the items or people of
focus. Another rune of the same type may not be cast if residue exists. Thus a focus of an
enchantment may only contain one rune of that type. A second of that type will not work on the
same object. Cantrip versions of the runes may only be invoked once per day since it takes 24
hours for the specific residues to dissipate from the caster. But a different Cantrip may be cast
that day.
Enchantment versions of runed items will lose their effect if two items with the same rune
come within 50’ of each other. The only exception to the rule is runes that are meant to interact
with one another (ie. Gebgift, the two dwellers get the same rune carved on them, but can come
as close as they like to one another without canceling the bond).
Since Cantrip and enchantments have residual auras that cannot conflict, a Cantrip of a given
rune may not be cast upon a dweller which has that rune as an enchantment or Cantrip already
cast upon them.
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Types of Castings
Runes may be invoked in two ways: Enchantment and Cantrip. Enchantment is the way to
make a rune permanent. It involves etching it in wood, rock, metal or skin. Cantrip is a
temporary version of the rune, and it is when the Runecaster draws the runes with his finger in
the air. The effects sometimes differ slightly, but once a Runecaster learns the rune, he may
invoke both.
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Time Required
ENCHANTMENT
The base time for carving a rune is 2 hours. Modifiers for that time depend on the surface the
rune is being carved into:
Dirt: -1
Skin: +/-0
Wood: +1
Metal: +4
Stone: +5
Gemstone: +8
CANTRIP
Cantrip speed factors are 20
Single Runes
FEHU: The rune of wealth protects items from theft.
Enchantment: if thief steals enchanted item, he suffers 1 LF loss per minute until
returned.
Cantrip: Runecaster knows location of an item belonging to him.

THURISAZ: The shape shifting rune creates an impassable barrier WIL feet in radius. It appears
as a solid granite wall, but in truth is a magical barrier with no stone properties. If struck, an
animated face will appear on surface and ask the striker a challenging riddle (affects even
animals with low intelligence). If answered successfully (roll 3d10 and if under victim’s INT),
the barrier will disappear.
Enchantment: Lasts until someone succeeds. Carved on any passageway. On a
failed attempt the victim may retry every 2 minutes.
Cantrip: On a failed attempt the victim may retry every 100 segments.
CANSUZ: The rune of the dead allows the Runecaster to speak with the dead. Gain 1 Secondary
Stat point per question asked since so unethical. That is in addition to Secondary Stat points
incurred below for invoking. The answers known by the dead are vast. Past and future events are
known to the dead, but not very clearly, thus replies are cryptic.
Enchantment: Permanent oracle if carved on corpse (2 SSP gained when created).
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AUROCH: Change raw material (unchanged from natural state) into weightless invisible armour.
When rune is cast on material, it warps to shape itself around Runecaster (all body locations). It
is impossible to sleep in this armour. When the power ends, the original raw material is lost.
Regular armour cannot be worn in conjunction with this ability.
Enchantment: Lasts until taken off, at which point it vanishes. See table below for
PF.
Cantrip: Lasts for WILx40 segments before reverting. It takes 100 segments to
envelop the dweller.
Table:
Hide PF: 10
Wood PF: 20
Stone PF: 30
Gem PF: 40
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It will not decompose.
Cantrip: Cast at a funeral to aid the deceased spirit (+5% afterlife roll). Gain 1
Primary Statistic point.

KENAZ: When carved into a wood or stone object no larger than 1’x1’ it transforms into a 3’ tall
effigy (small humanoid being imbued with life). It can follow simple mental commands and it is
faithful only to the Runecaster who created it. The Runecaster can see and hear through the
effigy.
Enchantment: permanent until destroyed or banished. Only one effigy can exist at
a time.
Cantrip: gives an existing effigy flight, invisibility or non-corporeal form for
WILx2 minutes. Can also banish an effigy, destroying it completely, with 100%
effectiveness.
Effigy table:
Attribute
Wood
Stone
Clay
LF(h/t)
60
100
80
LF(a/l)
42
70
56
PF
15
40
20
Threshold
200
200
200
Resistances 70
85
80
Initiative
20
10
15
Move
20
35
25
Dodge
70/10
30/5
50/7
DC/SF
1/20
2/35
1/25
Size
3
3
3
Force
1
4
3
Reach (total) 2
2
2
Attributes (Wood):
AGI: 15
STR: 3
INT: 8
SPE: 25
HEA: 6
WIL: 20
COM: 10
END: 20
CHA: 10
Attributes (Stone):
AGI: 4
STR: 12
INT: 8
SPE: 10
HEA: 10
WIL: 20
COM: 10
END: 20
CHA: 10
Attributes (Clay):
AGI: 9
STR: 9
INT: 8
SPE: 20
HEA: 8
WIL: 20
COM: 10
END: 20
CHA: 10
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RAIDHO: This rune of travel has two different effects depending if it’s an enchantment or
Cantrip.
Enchantment: Permanent when scribed on person. Increases both Dodge
characteristics by 5%. In addition a Move rate increase of 10% is applied.
Cantrip: flight for one subject for WILx10 minutes.
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All effigies have Melee and Hand to Hand at 70%, Perception at 50% and Alertness at
85%. Clay effigies take ½ damage from piercing or slashing attacks, but double from heat
attacks. Wood effigies take ½ damage from cold attacks, but double damage from slashing and
fire attacks. Effigies cannot be healed, poisoned or diseased.
GEBGIFT: The gift rune bonds another person to the Runecaster. Both Lifeforce totals are
placed into one pool. Anytime damage is done to either persona, both feel the pain since it is
taken from the combined health of the two players. LF also regenerates at twice the rate. Should
something heal a player for 10 points, the combined LF total is healed for 20! Neither persona
will harm the other even if under some other external control. Only one person may be bonded at
any given time. Both runes are considered one rune, thus they do not cancel each other out.
Enchantment: Rune scribed on both people and lasts until the death of either one.
Cantrip: Gives awareness for the Runecaster as to the whereabouts of the bonded
persona.
WUNJO: Slightly accelerates the speed of a weapon. If cast on a weapon SF -10%.
Enchantment: when carved on person or weapon, permanent effect.
Cantrip: quick boost to any target for WILx5 segments (not cumulative with
enchantment).
HAGALAZ: The rune of storms creates cold protective armour or offensive weapons.
Enchantment: +20% resistances to cold when scribed on armour. If
scribed on a weapon, it causes the victim to immolate in ice upon being struck by
the weapon. Deals DC 1 area cold damage if target fails (Resistances check
allowed as usual).
Cantrip: Hail Storm- DC 4, WILxWIL feet area of effect, resistances check for
half damage. The epicenter can be up to 60’ away.

ISAICE: Manipulation of cold. Representational of primordial ice.
Enchantment: Carved container (max size WILxWIL feet) now has refrigeration
within.
Cantrip: If target fails their Resistances check, paralyzed for WILx4 segments
from extreme cold.
JETHE: The rune of giants gives obvious benefits.
Enchantment: carved on person gives +1 Size and +3 STR (STR can go over 30).
Cantrip: +WIL/5 force on any subject for WILx5 segments.
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NAUDHNEED: This rune makes objects very desirable. Runecasters who know this rune will
still see the former value of the object.
Enchantment: carving it on an object will double its value.
Cantrip: causes a person who fails their resistances check to seek out an object in their
line of sight… even resorting to theft and violence to get it. Successful Resistances check
negates the effect.
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EIHWAS: Creates gateways to faraway places. Portals may only lead to places the Runecaster
has been to. Cannot work between realms.
Enchantment: Creates a portal up to WIL feet in diameter. It lasts for 24 hours, or
until the Runecaster wills it to go away.
Cantrip: Blinks the Runecaster out of the current realm he is in for an amount of
time determined by him. When the time elapses, he returns to where the blink
happened.
PERTHO: The spirit of the gambler is invoked by this rune. It is the embodiment of the
unknown.
Enchantment: scribe into the earth to create a mirror of self (exact copy of
dweller) which attacks the Runecaster. If Runecaster wins, at next rune attainment
level, one additional rune will be gained instead of one. If the Runecaster loses,
one less rune will be learned at the next rune attainment level! The rune’s effect
ends when there is a winner. No outside forced may interfere in this combat since
it is occurring in the Runecaster’s soul. It may be attempted only once per level.
Cantrip: +2 Primary Stat points gained for defeating target opponent. If not
defeated in the next 500 segments, 1 point is gained in the Secondary Stat!
ELHAZ: The rune of victory, protection and the hunt, it makes weapons more deadly.
Enchantment: +1 DC to a weapon inscribed with the rune. It gives PF +5 if scribed on
armour.
Cantrip: -2 DC to a target weapon or –10 PF to target armor for WILx50
segments
if the object fails its Resistances check.

TIWAZ: Skill and excellence are boosted.
Enchantment: +10% on rolls requiring accuracy or guidance. Carved on hand gear
(gloves, gauntlets).
Cantrip: One roll (dealing with accuracy or guidance) will gain a 50% bonus.
Cannot be used for afterlife roll!
BERKANO: This rune of deceit can make an object invisible, although all Runecasters who
know this rune can see it (and so can beings with Twilight vision).
Enchantment: when scribed on non-living object, it turns it invisible. Weapons
made invisible are half chance to dodge.
Cantrip: makes a person invisible for WIL minutes. If the person interacts with
another person (attacking, talking, etc…) the effect ends.
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SOWSUN: The rune of the sun. Creates fiery protective armour or offensive weapons.
Enchantment: +20% resistances to fire and electricity when scribed on armour. If
scribed on a weapon, it causes the victim to immolate in fire upon being struck by
the weapon. Deals DC 1 area fire damage if target fails (Resistances check
allowed as usual).
Cantrip: One target immolates in flames, DC 7 area damage, range 9’-30’
(resistances check for half damage)
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EHWO: The worldly rune bonds with the realm to make it more hospitable. Once the rune is
cast, it’s powers will adapt to the realm the wearer is in. See table below for each realm.
Enchantment: If carved on a stone pendant, it will aid wearer as in the table
below.
Cantrip: See table below for effect. Lasts WILx3 in minutes
Table:
Midgard
Gain +15% to Interaction
Asgard
+40 LF in all locations
Vanagard
Heal at 10 times normal rate
Alfgard
+20% resistances to possession
Nidavellir
Appraisal skill +40%
Jotunheim
+30% resistances to cold
Muspelheim +30% resistances to heat
Svartalfheim Twilight vision (see in dark and invisible)
Gimjornvellir +20% melee
Niflheim
Invisible to dead
MANN: The rune of men and humanity bestows regeneration.
Enchantment: When scribed on a person, LF regenerates at 1 LF/ 15 minutes.
Cantrip: Target instantly heals WIL amount in all LF locations!
CLAGUZ: The mysteries of air and water are revealed…
Enchantment: carved on stone, makes it spout water for WIL hours.
Cantrip: Cleans the residue of a previous Cantrip, allowing a second Cantrip to be
cast of the same type per day. Double and triple runes are considered one unique
runic residue which must be cleaned.

DAGAZ: Imbues a subject with the cunning of a wild animal.
Enchantment: low light vision when scribed on a piece of head jewelry.
Cantrip: +15% perception, alertness or stealth for 24 hours.
OTHALA: The rune of warding and hallowing. In the consecrated area no undead or
animated spirits may enter.
Enchantment: to permanently consecrate an area runes must be scribed in a circle
with a frequency of 5’.
Cantrip: creates a WIL feet diameter warded area centered on Runecaster which
lasts for WIL minutes.
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ING: This rune deals with the removal of malice.
Enchantment: carved on a person or object has a 30% chance of removing a curse.
Success will destroy any abilities the object may possess (good or bad).
Cantrip: Shows true form of a disguised (illusion/shape-change) object or being.
No Resistances check allowed.
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Double Runes
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Triple Runes

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Sorcery

−Omittedinthedemoversion−

Spellsongs
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CHAPTER 9: AFTERLIFE
In Viking lore, it was the greatest honour to die in battle and be taken up to the heavens.
Valourous warriors became Einherjar and malicious champions became Sons of Muspel.
Valorous males would be taken by the Valkyries to Valhalla and females would be taken to
Folkvangar. Malicious folk would be taken to Glasisvellir by the Valkyries. The game rewards
players who have dwellers in the heavens by allowing them to gain additional options for their
next dwellers.
“Valhalla is thatched with golden shields and has five hundred and forty doors. Through
each of these eight hundred Einherjar can go at one time. Outside of Valhalla lies the grove
Glasnir, whose foliage is shining gold. Odin’s heroes live from the flesh which the boar
Saehrimnir yields them; they drink beside the mead which flows from the udders of the goat
Heithrun, while the goat feeds on the leaves from Valhalla’s tree. Every day, when the Einherjar
awake, they put on their armor and go out upon the court to fight against each other. But the
fallen rise again, and all return at the evening, joyous and reconciled, to drinking about Odin’s
hall.”- Vafthruthnir

Dweller Creation Changes
This section is applied during dweller creation for any players that have previously
managed to get prior dwellers into the heavens. Use this section after part II but before part III in
the dweller creation process.
Advanced PSP / SSP

Family Status
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Troll Spawn

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
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Fylgia Manifestation
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Part VI: Gender/Handedness/Age/Quirks

−Omittedinthedemoversion=
Epic Levels
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“There was a king named Godmund in Jotunheim ; his farm was called Grand, and the Herad
(district) in which it was situated Glassisvellir. He was a powerful man and old, as well as all his
men, and lived for so many generations that people believed Odains Akr (the land of the
undying) to be in his realm. The place is so healthy that sickness and old age vanish from every
man who comes there, and nobody can die there. It is said that after the death of Godmund, men
worshipped him and called him their god. King Godmund had a son, Hofund, a seer and a wise
man; he was made judge over all the adjoining lands; he never gave a wrong judgment.”- Helga
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CHAPTER 10: NORN RULES &
INFORMATION
Being The Norn
Running the game as the Norn is perhaps the most challenging and rewarding experience
for a gamer. There are many sources out there for Norns who are new to Viking legend and lore
(see page 114 for a list of references). This book presents the basics of the world both historical
and mythical, but it is recommended to get everyone who plays immersed into the Viking
setting. Encourage everyone to choose Icelandic or Norwegian names for their dwellers, and
point your players to some easy reading materials on the subject- after all role-playing isn’t a
spectator activity, but rather a collaborative endeavor.

Norning Bonuses
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The World
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Islandia

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Protectors of Islandia
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The Worlds of Yggdrasil
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Law-Speakers of History

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Death and Funeral

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Mourning and Burial
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The Soul

Grave Robbing
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“When one of their chiefs dies, his family asks his girls and pages, "Which one of you will die
with him?" One will answer: "I." From the moment he utters this word, he may not go back.
Mostly, though, it is one of the girls who volunteers. Regarding the man of whom I spoke, one
girl answered "I will." She was then entrusted to two other girls, who kept watch over her and
accompanied her everywhere she went. The people were preparing the dead man's funeral
clothes, and this girl gave herself over to drinking and singing, and was cheerful and gay.
When the day had come that the dead man and the girl were to be committed to the flames, I
went to the river where his ship lay, but found it had already been drawn ashore. The dead man
lay at a distance in his grave, from which they had not yet removed him. Next they brought a
couch, placed it in the ship, and covered it with Greek cloth of gold, wadded and quilted, with
pillows of the same material. A woman, whom they call the "Angel of Death," came and spread
articles on the couch. It was she who was to slay the girl. They drew the dead man out of the
grave and clothed him. They carried him into the ship, seated him on the quilted covering,
supported him with the pillows, and brought strong drinks, fruits, and herbs to place beside him.
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Finally they brought a cock and hen, slew them, and threw them in, too. The girl meanwhile
walked to and fro, entering one after another of the tents which they had there. The occupant of
each tent lay with her, saying, "Tell your master I did this only for love of you. “It was now
Friday afternoon, and they led the girl to an object they had constructed which looked
like a door-frame. They lifted her and lowered her several times. Then they handed her a hen,
whose head they had cut off. They gave her strong drink and admonished her to drink it quickly.
After this, the girl seemed dazed. At this moment the men began to beat upon their shields, in
order to drown out the noise of her cries, which might deter other girls from seeking death with
their masters in the future. They laid her down and seized her hands and feet. The old woman
known as the Angel of Death knotted a rope around her neck and handed the ends to two men to
pull. Then with a broad dagger she stabbed her between the ribs while the men strangled her.
Thus she died.”- Ibn Fadlan
Society and Classes
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Justice

Longhouses & Towns
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Long Ships & Raids
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Viking Games
Game of Braids
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Festival of the Peko
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Hnefatafl
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Islandia Map
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CHAPTER 11: MAGICAL ITEMS
Any weapons or armour below are considered magical and thus have innate resistance to
damage. Weapon breakage is much less than normal (see main rules). Armour PF will not
deteriorate unless damage surpasses the PF by 50.
There are several grades of item quality. The lowest three deal with non magical items
and they are called “exceptional quality” and “spectacular quality” and “special quality”
(covered in smithing). “Magical” grade items are those enchanted by Runecasters, Witches and
their like. These types are not dealt with in this chapter (see Occupations and Magic chapters).
The two highest grades of magical items are (in ascending order of quality) “Artifact” and
“Relic”.

Artifacts
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Relics
Armour of the Beast
Spectacular Quality (Protection)
Elven Silver
This thin silver armour is from Alfheim. The wearer is imbued with a PF equal to full plate mail
(add quality and ore on top of that) with no encumbrance modifiers. Should the wearer’s size or
shape change, it will shape with the wearer and extend the PF cumulative with that of the new
form. It covers the entire body and gives the wearer immunity to Fire and Cold effects/damage
(as denizen powers “Cold/Fire Invulnerability”).
Athrium’s Gift
Spectacular Quality (Speed Factor)
Red Gold
There are 24 Athrium’s Gifts known to exist. These estoc swords shine with the same brilliance
as Sif’s hair. It’s awesome power is to create 3 clones of the wielder when the weapon is drawn
out of its golden scabbard. These clones have the exact attributes, characteristics and equipment
as the wielder (but the Athrium’s Gift in their hands does not have the cloning ability). Each
clone may be killed, just as the wielder can be, but the wielder persists as long as he or one of his
clones is alive (soul and sword jump from wielder to clone if wielder dies). When all the swords
are sheathed the clones vanish (unless the soul has moved to a clone, in that case that clone is
now considered the wielder and remains, and the Golden Tongue in the clone’s hands becomes
the original). Any being struck by Athrium’s Gift must make a Resistances check or be stunned
for 100 segments.

Book of the Dead
Spectacular Quality
This book holds very dark and evil recipes of ritual magic written by Hel herself. It is written in
blood and the pages are made of human skin. If a Valour aligned being reads this book, they will
suffer 1 malice point per page read. The book has 100 pages, 20 per ritual. If the pages are read
out of sequence, then none of the words make sense. After reading 20 pages (takes about an
hour), a new power is learned by the reader. After reading about the Ritual of Blood, the dweller
must make a percentile roll, since there is a 5% chance of Hel claiming your soul. With every
subsequent ritual read, the chance keeps doubling, until Ritual of Damnation, on which there is a
80% of going to Niflheim.
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Black Tooth
Spectacular Quality (Damage Class)
Ice Stone Ore
This heavily notched two-headed battle axe which heralds from Gimjornvellir has a very nasty
ability of severing limbs. Upon striking arms or legs, there is a percent chance (equal to the
wielder’s STR) that upon damaging a limb, it will instantly cut through and sever it (damage
dealt boosted to remaining LF in limb). This ability works only on victims of size less than 15.
The weapon is also much larger than a normal axe (Reach +2), but just as heavy and slow.
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1) Ritual of Blood: For every point of damage the dweller takes, everyone in a 30’ makes a
Resistances check with a 50% penalty or their skin tears open and they take the damage as
well (undead are immune).
2) Ritual of Darkness: Twilight vision, and all who look at the dweller must make a Resistances
check or go blind (Resistance check required every 12 hours of elapsed time since last
viewing).
3) Ritual of Despair: For every 50 segments someone spends within a 30’ radius of the dweller,
their skills drop by 10% (Resistances check at 80% penalty for no effect). If they leave the
circle, they regain 10% every 100 segments.
4) Ritual of Spiritual Subdual: the dweller now actively steals souls. Everyone within a 21 foot
radius begins to lose Valour and Malice points at a rate of 1 per 20 segments. If at any time
the victim has -1 Valour and -1 Malice, they instantly die and go to Niflheim, and the dweller
gets 1 PSP.
5) Ritual of Damnation: the dweller is damned to the land of the living, he may never die, LF
and Attributes never drop below 1 and Resistances to death magic always succeed. If the
dweller has the Priestcraeft skill, its rating drops to 0, since the deity has lost all contact with
the dweller.

Hammer of the Gods
Spectacular Quality (Damage Class)
Red Gold Ore
A tiny shard of Thor’s hammer was recovered from a slain Jotun and used to create this war
hammer. Besides its modified attributes it has several other wondrous powers. Any being hit by
the hammer must make a Resistances check at -75% or be thrown back 30’. The victim is
considered tripped and must spend time getting up (unless the victim has flight capability). If
there is any obstruction such as wall in that path, DC 4 area impact damage is applied to the
victim. Also upon any blow, the wielder disappears in a loud thunderclap and reappears
anywhere within 15’.
Loki's Gloves
Spectacular Quality
Skin-tight black leather gloves that fit any hand. The bearer can attempt to catch any missile on a
successful AGI check. If check the fails, the missile gets an automatic hit and causes double
damage. The gloves cannot be removed unless the wearer wills it or the hands are cut off. The
following benefits are gained when the gloves are worn:
Legerdemain: +25% (dweller gains the unique skill at 25% if they don’t already have it)
SPE +4
AGI +2
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Crown of Undoing
Spectacular Quality
This cursed silver crown is set with 11 emeralds. When worn, if there are any emeralds with a
light within, the wearer will turn non-corporeal and remain that way for 1 day (the crown cannot
be removed until the period is over). At the end of the day, one of the emerald’s lights fade out.
When all the gems have faded, the crown will raise all the wearer’s attributes to 30. At that point
the crown’s jewels will re-light and the wearer will be immune to the crown’s powers.
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Stealth: +25%
Dodge melee +15%
Dodge missile +15%
Malekith's Bow
Spectacular Quality (Speed Factor)
Onyx Obsidian
A very powerful short bow. The bow is made of Svartalfheim ores and has wolf claws on either
tip. There are no range modifiers. The bow only uses regular non-magical arrows. When the
arrow is fired, it transforms into a vampyric arrow (see magic items). The minimum STR to use
this bow is 12. The vampyric arrows have 3 special effects, each of which can have the reverse
effect on the wielder when an arrow hits and deals damage. Roll 1d10 when arrow first deals
damage to target:
7
Heal wielder in all location by the amount of damage dealt
8
+1 STR (will only raise Attribute if Attribute less than 25)
9
+1 END (will only raise Attribute if Attribute less than 25)
10
All three effects occur

Spear of the Golden Age
Spectacular Quality (Speed Factor)
Song Wood Ore
It is said these spears were forged when Yggdrasil was young. The first power they possess is
that they are virtually indestructible. They are considered to have a durability rating of 2000, and
the durability rating regenerates 1 point per segment. They will also only fail a Resistances check
on a roll of 100. The second power is that this spear will only serve one master at a time. The
only way it will transfer ownership is if the current wielder willingly gives it to another (magical
coercion will not work). If the current owner of the spear dies, then a special ritual must be
performed to become the new owner of the spear. Impaling oneself on the spear (dealing 100 LF
to the torso body location) while singing a long forgotten hymn (mythology check at -50% to
know it), there is a 25% chance that the spear will begin singing as well and take on the being as
their new owner. The third power is that the current owner benefits from a +20% to all unique
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Sif’s Braids
Spectacular Quality (Speed Factor)
Elven Silver Ore
When Loki cut off Sif’s hair, the strands were recovered by a crafty Dvergar and turned into a
wondrous relic. If found on their own, the braids appear as 4 long golden braids of hair tied
together in one central knot. When handled by a Valorous being they will animate and one braid
will weave itself in with the dweller’s hair. The remainder will hang loosely around the wielder’s
shoulders. The remaining braids now act as extra limbs and grant the wearer perfect
ambidexterity (no penalties for using weapons in both hands and all 3 braids). Each braid has a
STR of 24. The braids confer their spectacular qualities and ore qualities to any weapon they
wield. They also extend the weapon reach by 7. If a weapon is considered a two handed weapon
for the dweller, then it also takes two braids to wield it. Should a bow be used, it will occupy 2
braids. If the braids are used as weapons without wielding anything, consider them as wielding
normal maces in terms of statistics (including reach).
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skills they possess. This is whether they are wielding the spear or not. If they should pass on the
spear to another, they lose this benefit.
Stormbringer
Spectacular Quality (Speed Factor)
Blood Iron
This black flamberge on who’s blade lightning dances, is a child of all the major realms on the
branches of Yggdrasil. Its powers only manifest themselves in a dweller who has the Fylgia skill.
When wielded by such a hero, the following powers affect the wielder:
~ DC is equal to dweller’s WIL/2 (then modified by realm ore)
~ SF is equal to dweller’s Move x 2 (then modified by spectacular quality)
~ Reach is equal to dweller’s Size +5
~ Parry is equal to dweller’s AGI
~ Anytime someone harms the wielder, the sword shoots out a lightning bolt at the attacker (DC:
4 area damage, Range: 99’, Resistances check for ½ damage) and the weather shifts towards a
more violent type (SF: 100)
~ Immunity to lightning damage and weather effects
The Unwanted Blade
Spectacular Quality (Damage Class)
Mithril
This rusty and worn bastard sword has a very unique curse on it. When the wielder grasps the
weapon, it transforms them into a swirling cloud of dust (SF: 100). Move is altered to 3’ per 15
segments and anyone within 24’ must make a Resistance check (with a -40% penalty) or
instantly die. Should there be a strong winds (storm or major storm), the wielder must make a
Resistances check or instantly take DC 6 area damage every 10 segments while the wind is
blowing or until the weapon is put away.

Zolda Crystal
Spectacular Quality
This smoky grey crystal looks frail, and indeed is. It is tethered to a leather necklace. When
snapped in half, it will create 5 clones of the wearer. These 5 bodies will be controlled by the
wearer’s mind and will persist for 2000 segments (they cannot be killed before the time has
elapsed), upon which time they will fade to nothingness. Therefore this item can only be used
once.
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Winter’s Grasp
Spectacular Quality (Damage Class)
Ice Stone Ore
This mace has a DC bonus equal to the dweller’s WIL/3 and will hit the target with a DC 6 area
damage cold attack (Resistances check for ½ damage) also strike down anyone 30’ cone behind
the point of impact with that area damage as well. The wielder is also immune to all cold related
damage (as the denizen ability “Cold Invulnerability”)
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CHAPTER 12: POISONS & DISEASES
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CHAPTER 13: DENIZEN POWERS
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CHAPTER 14: DENIZENS
The Valour and Malice designation on the denizens lists them to which axis they are aligned. If
both are listed then the denizen can be found in either camp.

A
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C
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D
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scarecrows.
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E
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F
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G
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H
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J
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K
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L

M
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N
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O
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R
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Name
Native Realm
Valour
AGI
SPE
COM
STR
HEA
END
INT
WIL
CHA
Lifeforce (Head/Torso)
Lifeforce (Arms/Legs)
Threshold
Resistances
Initiative
Size
Reach Bonus
Dodge (Melee)
Dodge (Missile)
Move
Force
Abilities
Attack Form
%-to-hit
DC
Parry
SF
Reach
Total Reach
Attack Form
%-to-hit
DC
Parry
SF
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Sidankar Sifgard
Asgard
2367
25
30
21
33
30
32
26
30
20
300
210
183
124
49
7
2
66
17
15
11
5
Athrium's Gift
140
9
10
40
6
8
Golden Braids
165
4
20
40
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S

99

Reach
Total Reach

9
11

Appearance: Their bottom half is that of a horse, and where the neck of the horse would be, it is
the torso of a human. They have no faces and long golden braids that are said to be magical.
Perfectly Ambidextrous
Twilight Vision
Drain (braids)
Magic Item
Special Armour (custom shape)
* When Athrium’s Gift is drawn out of its scabbard it makes two physical copies of the wielder
who act on their own.
** Any being struck by Athrium’s Gift must make a Resistances check or be stunned for 100
segments.

Name
Native Realm
Valour
Malice
AGI
SPE
COM
STR
HEA
END
INT
WIL
CHA
Lifeforce (Head/Torso)
Lifeforce (Arms/Legs)
Threshold
Resistances
Initiative
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Skhrimnir
Midgard
293
293
15
14
5
8
13
6
18
16
4
130
91
77
38
67
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Myth: They are rarely seen and therefore usually fathomed as legends and often tales of the
Golden Wood. These denizens are extremely valorous and devout followers of Sif. The myth
that surrounds these creatures is that they sacrificed their faces as an offering to the beauty of
their goddess Sif.
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Size
4
Reach Bonus
1
Dodge (Melee)
40
Dodge (Missile)
11
Move
31
Force
3
Abilities
1
Attack Form
Tusk
%-to-hit
45
DC
2
Parry
2
SF
25
Reach
1
Total Reach
2
Appearance: Look like large boars.
Rolling With Blow (blunt)

Name
Native Realm
Malice
AGI
SPE
COM
STR
HEA
END
INT
WIL
CHA
Lifeforce (Head/Torso)
Lifeforce (Arms/Legs)
Threshold
Resistances
Initiative
Size
Reach Bonus
Dodge (Melee)
Dodge (Missile)
Move
Force
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Skvardri
Jotunheim
461
19
21
6
13
10
11
23
14
6
100
70
74
42
58
6
2
53
14
24
4
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Myth: These Wild boars are usually found on the dinner tables of many. However they are also
found everywhere in Midgard, They only attack humans when they believe they are going to be
the next meal. They always attack in-groups of 4-5
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Abilities
Attack Form
%-to-hit
DC
Parry
SF
Reach
Total Reach

4
Special Weapon
75
?
?
?
?
+2

Appearance: These sinister beasts look like humanoids covered in a thick white fur. Their faces
are the only part of their body where the thick fur isn’t present. They have ugly faces which look
like that of a pig or a dog. They are usually well armed.
Anti-Magic
Low-light vision
Durability: 20
Armour Piercer (magical armour only)

Name
Native Realm
Valour
Malice
AGI
SPE
COM
STR
HEA
END
INT
WIL
CHA
Lifeforce (Head/Torso)
Lifeforce (Arms/Legs)
Threshold
Resistances
Initiative
Size
Reach Bonus
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Snake, Common
Midgard
233
233
25
12
2
2
10
9
14
6
2
100
70
47
38
61
4
1
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Myth: The Skvaldri are said to have been brooded by the Jorhalkis. They are often found
causing trouble around Outer Midgard and in Iron wood. They are quick nifty creatures that
believe themselves to be invincible.
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Dodge (Melee)
Dodge (Missile)
Move
Force
Abilities
Attack Form
%-to-hit
DC
Parry
SF
Reach
Total Reach

45
13
33
1
1
Bite
95
1
0
20
3
4

Poison (Crimson Lace)
Appearance: Looks like a medium sized northern green snake.

Name
Native Realm
Malice
AGI
SPE
COM
STR
HEA
END
INT
WIL
CHA
Lifeforce (Head/Torso)
Lifeforce (Arms/Legs)
Threshold
Resistances
Initiative
Size
Reach Bonus
Dodge (Melee)
Dodge (Missile)
Move
Force
Abilities
Attack Form
%-to-hit
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Snake, Snow
Jotunheim
653
30
25
6
26
20
14
13
15
4
200
140
96
68
57
14
5
56
14
20
9
3
Bite
95
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Myth: Many parts of a common snake are used for potions and alchemy. They can be found is
grassy and swamp areas.
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DC
Parry
SF
Reach
Total Reach

4
0
25
3
8

Appearance: This massive snake is covered in a thick white fur. Their fangs look like icy blue
icicles.
Poison (Bleeding Tree)
Durability: 10
Cold Resistances: 40

Name
Native Realm
Valour
AGI
SPE
COM
STR
HEA
END
INT
WIL
CHA
Lifeforce (Head/Torso)
Lifeforce (Arms/Legs)
Threshold
Resistances
Initiative
Size
Reach Bonus
Dodge (Melee)
Dodge (Missile)
Move
Force
Abilities
Attack Form
%-to-hit
DC
Parry
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Snohuki
Jotunheim
404
21
20
17
16
15
12
14
14
18
150
105
83
54
65
6
2
45
12
25
5
1
Spectacular Weapon
85
?
?
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Myth: These furry snakes lie in wait under the snow and ambush their prey.
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SF
Reach
Total Reach

?
?
+2

Appearance: These tall women dress as lightly as possible considering the icy realm they come
from. They seem like big boned and very athletic humans.
Durability: 50

Name
Native Realm
Valour
Malice
AGI
SPE
COM
STR
HEA
END
INT
WIL
CHA
Lifeforce (Head/Torso)
Lifeforce (Arms/Legs)
Threshold
Resistances
Initiative
Size
Reach Bonus
Dodge (Melee)
Dodge (Missile)
Move
Force
Abilities
Attack Form
%-to-hit
DC
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Soldier
Midgard
345
345
15
15
8
17
13
11
10
9
3
130
91
63
48
75
7
2
33
8
30
6
1
Exceptional Weapon
70
?
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Myth: There are no Snohuki men. Their roots come from the mating of Freya and some Dvergar.
They migrated to Jotunheim and have set up their civilization east of Iron Wood. They shun
outsiders and only allow human men near them when it’s time to mate. Once under the tyranny
of Tarabus, these once malice aligned witches now are neutral towards Midgardians, after some
brave mortal men showed them the right path. They now are continuously revolting against the
evil forces of Tarabus trying to free themselves of his evil hold.
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Parry
SF
Reach
Total Reach

?
?
?
+2

Appearance: Looks like a well armoured and armed human.
Exceptional Armour

Name
Native Realm
Malice
AGI
SPE
COM
STR
HEA
END
INT
WIL
CHA
Lifeforce (Head/Torso)
Lifeforce (Arms/Legs)
Threshold
Resistances
Initiative
Size
Reach Bonus
Dodge (Melee)
Dodge (Missile)
Move
Force
Abilities
Attack Form
%-to-hit
DC
Parry
SF
Reach
Total Reach
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Spider, Giant Catacomb
Nidavellir
313
12
14
1
12
10
8
15
8
1
100
70
51
36
73
6
2
34
9
31
4
2
Bite
65
2
0
25
2
4
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Myth: These are loyal guards of Grimm. They carry out his orders and accompany him on his
hunting trips. They maintain peace and order within the city of Jagdvald. There are usually found
in-groups of six and not less.
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Appearance: These black spiders have some grey hairs on their bodies which make them blend in
well with cob webs in subterranean passages. They also have green eyes which accentuate their
heads.
Poison (Copper Taint)
* Web: A strength check is required every 60 segments in order to break free.

Name
Native Realm
Malice
AGI
SPE
COM
STR
HEA
END
INT
WIL
CHA
Lifeforce (Head/Torso)
Lifeforce (Arms/Legs)
Threshold
Resistances
Initiative
Size
Reach Bonus
Dodge (Melee)
Dodge (Missile)
Move
Force
Abilities
Attack Form
%-to-hit
DC
Parry
SF
Reach
Total Reach
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Spirald Shadow Assassin
Svartalfheim
741
21
30
14
27
20
6
21
11
29
200
140
72
52
58
6
2
57
14
15
9
4
Chain Spear
90
6
2
50
28
30
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Myth: These solitary creatures are the scourge of the underground. They seek to lure
unsuspecting passer-by’s into their sticky webs which can hold them immobilized for them to
feast on the victim.
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Appearance: These humanoids have black cloaks which are actually made out of the shadows
themselves. Under the cloaks their bodies as ash grey and very skinny and gaunt. Despite this
frail appearance, they have superhuman physical attributes. Their eyes are silver and they have
no body hair at all.
Low-light vision
Dark Home: 5
Backstab
Shadow Step
* Spears have chains on them and are yanked back after a throw.

Name
Native Realm
Malice
AGI
SPE
COM
STR
HEA
END
INT
WIL
CHA
Lifeforce (Head/Torso)
Lifeforce (Arms/Legs)
Threshold
Resistances
Initiative
Size
Reach Bonus
Dodge (Melee)
Dodge (Missile)
Move
Force
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Skwee, Fire
Muspelheim
357
22
25
17
5
8
9
14
11
10
80
56
59
34
64
3
1
49
12
20
2
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Myth: These are great assassins of Svartalfheim, and are known to be under the guidance of
Tarabus, under which they grow. Though they originate from Svartalfheim, they are seen in
Jotunheim, Muspelheim and other realms. They are cunning assassins that usually ambush their
opponents and never attack alone. They work together in packs of 2-4. They are usually found
in ancient forests and dark places as it helps their stealth. If and when they are caught, they try to
fast-talk their way out.
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Abilities
Attack Form
%-to-hit
DC
Parry
SF
Reach
Total Reach

3
Slim Dagger
65
2
2
25
2
3

Appearance: These small humanoids have butterfly wings and a barbed tail. Their beards bring
out their sadistic smile and their pointed ears usually poke out of their wild mop of hair. Their
wings seem to have flames dance across them.
Flight
Fire Resistance: 35
* the Fire Skwee ability to mentally inflict a Fire Dance on an opponent is a sadistic one (unless
victim Resists successfully with a –25% penalty). It causes the victim to start dancing in a most
frenzied fashion, draining their body, and to lose 1 END point permanently every 100 segments
until they die from dancing. The body will not respond to the mind or the soul and will persist as
long as the Fire Skwee who invoked it concentrates on it (can move, but nothing else), or the
victim and the Fire Skwee remain within 30’ of each other.

Name
Native Realm
Malice
AGI
SPE
COM
STR
HEA
END
INT
WIL
CHA
Lifeforce (Head/Torso)
Lifeforce (Arms/Legs)
Threshold
Resistances
Initiative
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Skwee, Shadow
Svartalfheim
360
22
25
16
5
8
9
14
11
14
80
56
59
34
64
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Myth: They are very intelligent group of small beings, who use butterfly wings to fly. They have
reddish skin, short spine filled tails and carry miniature weapons. They are act like spoiled
children and love to torment their victims.
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Size
3
Reach Bonus
1
Dodge (Melee)
49
Dodge (Missile)
12
Move
20
Force
2
Abilities
3
Attack Form
Slim Dagger
%-to-hit
65
DC
2
Parry
2
SF
25
Reach
2
Total Reach
3
Appearance: These small humanoids have butterfly wings and a barbed tail. Their beards bring
out their sadistic smile and their pointed ears usually poke out of their wild mop of hair. Their
wings seem to have dark shadows dance across them.
Flight
Twilight Vision
Globe of Darkness

Name
Native Realm
Valour
AGI
SPE
COM
STR
HEA
END
INT
WIL
CHA
Lifeforce (Head/Torso)
Lifeforce (Arms/Legs)
Threshold
Resistances
Initiative
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Swangali Killer Bees
Vanagard
398
18
28
7
7
8
12
5
9
13
80
56
57
40
77
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Myth: They are very intelligent group of small beings, who use butterfly wings to fly. They have
greyish skin and short spine filled tails and carry miniature weapons. They are thieves and prey
on easy and rich travelers. They prefer indoor locales, but can be found outdoors as well.
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Size
Reach Bonus
Dodge (Melee)
Dodge (Missile)
Move
Force
Abilities
Attack Form
%-to-hit
DC
Parry
SF
Reach
Total Reach
Attack Form
%-to-hit
DC
Parry
SF
Reach
Total Reach

3
1
37
8
17
2
4
Stinger
100
1
0
30
1
2
Bee Sword
75
4
5
25
2
3

Appearance: These gigantic bees have arms which end at small “hands” capable of manipulating
tools and weapons such as swords and shields.
Poison (Swangali Honey)
Flying
Regeneration: 30

Myth: These human type bees are creations of Tarabus who has been blessed by the Three Giant
Women. These mutants are found in ancient forests. However they are now living and breeding
freely without any interference from any external forces. They only attack when they believe
they are in danger. They have hands that carry swords and shields and are often marveled as
creations. They travel in packs of 8-12

T

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
U

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
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* If the bee ever loses a limb in combat, then another bee grows out of that limb in 100 segments.
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V

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
W

−Omittedinthedemoversion−
Zombie (Haugbui)
Niflheim
457
4
5
2
20
15
30
10
30
2
150
105
158
90
86
6
2
17
5
40
7
2
Weapon
60
?
?
?
?
2

Appearance: These shambling humanoids are half decomposed corpses animated to haunt the
land.
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Z
Name
Native Realm
Malice
AGI
SPE
COM
STR
HEA
END
INT
WIL
CHA
Lifeforce (Head/Torso)
Lifeforce (Arms/Legs)
Threshold
Resistances
Initiative
Size
Reach Bonus
Dodge (Melee)
Dodge (Missile)
Move
Force
Abilities
Attack Form
%-to-hit
DC
Parry
SF
Reach
Total Reach
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Indestructible Riddle: After being “killed” (normal damage dealing, even fully burning the
destroying the corpse) the Haugbui will rise again from the grave on the following sunset. To
prevent this, the adventurers must figure out what the spirit is restless about and help clear up the
“loose ends” of their previous mortal life. Until this is done, the only way to contain the zombie
is as described in the Myth section.
Twilight vision
Undead

Chapter: CHAPTER 14: DENIZENS

Myth: A restless spirit refuses to leave the body and animates it after death trying to achieve
some deeply personal important goal they didn’t while alive. To contain the dead, townsfolk
usually drove nails into the soles of the feet to prevent them from walking, or decapitate them
and put their head between their knees during burial so if they arose they wouldn’t be able to see.
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APPENDIX A: SUGGESTED
READING
There has been a lot of great literary works that have inspired Fate of the Norns. This
appendix is a short compilation of the most profound inspirational works.

Bibliography
The Rhinegold & The Valkyrie, Richard Wagner / Margaret Armour, 1910 William
Heinemann
Edda, Snorri Sturluson, 1987 Everyman
The Children of Odin, Padraic Colum, 1920 Macmillan Publishing Company
The Encyclopedia of Mythology, Arthur Cotterell, 1996 Anness Publishing Ltd.
Norse Myth and Legend, Andy Orchard, 1997 Cassell
The Vikings, Jonathan Elements, 2005 Robinson
The Druids, Peter Berresford Ellis, 1994 Constable

Dictionary of Ancient Deities, Patricia Turner / Charles Russell Coulter, 2000 McFarland &
Company Inc.
The Encyclopaedia of Celtic Wisdom, Caitlan & John Matthews, 1994 Element Books Ltd.
The Celtic Realms, Myles Dillon / Nora Chadwick, 2003 Castle Books
The Principles of Wicca, Vivianne Crowley, 1997 Thorsons
The Book of Runes, Ralph H. Blum, 1993 St. Martin’s Press

There are also an array of ancient sagas that have been transcribed on the web, among
them: Landnamabok saga, Njal’s saga, Heimskringla, Sturlunga, Laxdaela Saga, Grettla Saga.
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Druids, Gods & Heroes from Celtic Mythology, Anne Ross , 1986 Eurobook Ltd.
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Player's Name:__________________________________ Norn:_____________
Dweller's Name:___________________________________________________
Animal:________________________ Size:_____ Alliance:_________________
AGI
____ ____
STR ____ ____
INT
____ ____
SPE
____ ____
HEA ____ ____
WIL ____ ____
COM ____ ____
END ____ ____
CHA ____ ____
Deity:__________________ Gender:____ Age:____ Handedness:_____________
C.O.D.:__________________________________________________________
Occupation:______________________ Quirk:____________________________
Lifeforce (head):____/____
___
___
Dodge (melee):____% ____%
Lifeforce (torso):____/____
___
___
Dodge (missile):____% ____%
Lifeforce (L arm):____/____ ___
___
Move: 3’ per ____ segments
Lifeforce (R arm):____/____ ___
___
Force:____ ____
Lifeforce (L leg):____/____
___
___
Valour:_____ Malice:_____
Lifeforce (R leg):____/____
___
___
Practice Points:____
Threshold: ____% ____% PF: ___ ___
Lift: ____lbs. ____lbs.
Resistances: ____% ____% ~___________
Carry: ____lbs. ____lbs.
Interaction:____ ____ Initiative:____ ____
Wt. Modification:__________
Followers: __________________________
CP:
SP:
GP:
Skill
Attrib & Bonuses
Rating Item
Wt.
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
-________________ _____ _________
_____
-______________
_____
Weapon
DC & CS
Parry S.F.
Reach Abil
-___________________
____/____
______ ______ _____
________
-___________________
____/____
______ ______ _____
________
-___________________
____/____
______ ______ _____
________
-___________________
____/____
______ ______ _____
________
Special Abilities:

Personality & Background:
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DWELLER SHEET
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